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How two inches of steel mad dsticl 

ERE is one of the busiest machines in our re- Typical of what this has meant to steel users is 
| I search laboratories. It is a constant-pressure our development of MX Free-machining Bar Stock. 
test lathe that quickly provides an indication of Bar stock is used in producing the millions of 
how fast a steel can be machined. machine parts that are made on screw machines— 

This unique testing device consists of a standard those high-speed automatic machines that can 
lathe fitted with special control equipment by simultaneously perform many operations such as 
which the horizontal pressure on the cutting tool drilling, forming, threading, chamfering and tap- 
is kept constant during the machining operation. ee ate i oe ot fer can per -— 
By actually machining a test bar on this lathe and ier? nelle deci is oh tet ed lows 
measuring the number of revolutions necessary to olten:spells,the:dimerence enveer proht an OSs. 
advance the cutting tool exactly two inches, we ob- . So when we set out to give the screw machine 
tain—in a matter of minutes—a precise record of industry steels that would have the utmost in ma- 
the steel’s machinability. chinability, we called on the constant-pressure 

Before this devel h 1 test lathe to speed up this research. With its help, 
exore tnisidevel opment, the normal way to test hundreds of compositions were quickly and ac- machinability was to machine a sample of steel curately screened. The result was MX—the fastest- 

_ . until the cutting tool failed. This sometimes took cutting Bessemer screw stock yet developed, one 
\ \ days and often required more steel than was avail- that has enabled many screw machine operators 

yoseee\ able. Now, with the constant-pressure lathe, many not only to increase production and reduce tool 
\ ‘ steel compositions can be accurately checked in wear but to cut their costs as well. 

\ \ tat fie, The constant-pressure test is a good example of 
. \ the many research projects sponsored by United 
a States Steel. In the field and in the laboratory, 
\ :* U.S. Steel metallurgists are constantly at work on 

“a oo J problems pertaining to the manufacture and the 
“Be c _ use of steel. United States Steel Corporation, Pitts- 

\ at Lo burgh, Pennsylvania. 
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| — 
Oe ae: so Their formula 

4, —a Tr ss | / 7 fe 

_ eae will work for you 
Lee A. Kitcore, Assistant Manager “Find out early what your talents are, what you want to do, 

Ve i engi ing . . n . . 
Westinghouse Generator Engineering and set your sights accordingly.” That, essentially, is the success 

A graduate of the University of Nebraska, he : Woot Be 
enrolled in the Westinghouse Graduate Student formula practiced by these Westinghouse executives. 
Training Course in 1927, He has contributed But how do you put this formula to work? How can you be 
much to the design and development of large , 5 : > 
generators, motors and rectifiers and has au- sure of choosing the right career? At Westinghouse, you’ll find 

thored many technical articles on these subjects. the answer in the Graduate Student Training Program . . . the 
_ ae . same program that launched these men on their careers. This 

— / 2. S| a = program gives you a clear understanding of the company and 
— ff, ~~ - £ ke a | its products ... lets you try out many types of work through 

a i pons : may planned work assignments . . . and offers the benefit of personal 

A oy — res | 4 _ counsel in selecting the right field for your career. 
oe te. « mee a 
So ” 2 

ie LF a ; cae . ge ce 7 4 LE ipmmepoe Your Opportunities at Westinghouse 
Se TS - om a — oo 
a f le Ay A Westinghouse offers you a double-barreled opportunity for 

at o — Ae, + building a successful future: the Graduate Student Training 

| y Program which gets you off to a sure start... and the Graduate - ae 8) gets yi 
i & | Study Program which enables you to continue your education 

LS toward M.S. and Ph.D. degrees while on the job. When you 

4) , : join the Westinghouse team, you get the training you need to 
Be forge ahead in the field of your choice. 8' ¥! 

__ _W. H. Dickinson, Director For information on opportunities at Westinghouse in engineer- 
Westinghouse 7 Manufacturing ing, research, manufacturing, sales and business administra- 

Enrolled in Westinghouse Graduate Student tion, send for our 34-page book,‘‘Finding Your Place in Industry”. 
Training Course after graduation from Texas G-10251 
A & M in 1930. He came up through a variety 
of manufacturing positions in the company and EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENT 
was appointed to his present post in 1951. 

2, 
eit: rear you CAN BE SURE...1F ITS 
oe Ze ‘ 

os . . 
on ee > 

| =- = | | ; ee 
 . re eee eee RM 

Ce od <a. I To obtain copy of “Finding Your Place in a 
a lc ] | Industry”, consult Placement Officer of — 2 | 
AAO a ~ -_ «= | | your University, or mail this coupon to: oe 

4 . | LF | Mees Daslap a hg Ve | =. District Educational Co-ordinator S| 
\ Le | Westinghouse Electric Corporation 

i _ || Merchandise Mart Plaza 
_ [| Chicago 54, Illinois 

Crark C. Frame, Director I NNR a 
Westinghouse Labor Relations | 

Enrolled in the Westinghouse Graduate Student [Sef of J ______Year_____HH 
Training Course after graduation from Penn | Street 
State in 1930. Prior to appointment to his pres- | 
ent Rests he was Manager of Industrial Relations | City_____ EE ——— Zone__State___L_ 
for Westinghouse East Pittsburgh divisions. \ 
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CHEMICAL PROBLEM... - 
. .. to launder shirt collars so that 

they are crisp and neat, and do | 

not chafe your neck. : Lo iS 

SOLUTION... > 
... Hercules® CMC, a new laun- | 7 : a 

dry finishing aid developed by —, 
Hercules cellulose chemistry. Col- \ Ao . Ff 

lars and cuffs treated with CMC an” ‘i - « 

have fullness of body without <i (=. . 

CMC also improves the finish a - 7. 
of dresses, table linen, curtains, } 

aprons and other apparel, and “A _ 4 

makes clothes whiter. ~Y —_ 

COLLEGE MEN... : : fi 

This is but one example of the f | 

far-reaching chemical develop- : : 

ments in which you could partici- / | : 

pate at Hercules—in research, sate _ . 

production, sales, or staff opera- j | 

tions. It suggests the ways Her- Z a | 

cules’ products serve an ever- : a. | 

broadening range of industries Lo / : 

and end-uses. La — a 

Hercules’ business is solving problems by chemistry for industry .. 
. .. soaps, detergents, rubber, insecticides, adhesives, plastics, paint, varnish, lacquer, textiles, paper, 

to name a few, use Hercules® synthetic resins, cellulose products, chemical cotton, terpene chem- 

icals, rosin and rosin derivatives, chlorinated products and other chemical processing materials. 
Hercules® explosives serve mining, quarrying, construction, seismograph projects everywhere. 

| [ ' y 4 ‘e) [ TL E S HERCULES POWDER COMPANY Wilmington 99, Delaware 

Sales Offices in Principal Cities 

ECS3-3 
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Dow has recently formed two subsidiary export 

companies to serve foreign industry’s increasing 

demands for high-quality chemicals. 

In the Western Hemisphere, Dow Chemical facilities, increased production, new prod- 

Inter-American Limited with sales offices in ucts developed . . . an over-all growth and 

Montevideo, Uruguay will supply chemicals expansion that requires a steady influx of 

to Mexico and to many countries in Central _ men of varying talents, as well as providing 

and South America. excellent opportunities for those within the 

Industries in other continents—Europe, Dow organization. 

Asia, Africa, and Australia—will be served . 

by Dow Chemical International Limited. Its cw Dow's Booklet, “Opportunities with 

first sales office will be in Zurich, Switzerland. Orne The Dow Chemical Company,” 
oe \ especially written for those about to 

These two new export companies are only enter the chemical profession, is 

one example of the continued wih taki available free, upon request. Write 

ple o exconunued, pray Asin to The Dow Chemical Company, 

place at Dow. Each year finds new Dow plant Technical Employment, Midland, Michigan. 

You can depend on DOW CHEMICALS <> 
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Sure. I realize there are opportunities at General variables—most important being the individual’s 
Motors. But how long will I be stuck on a drafting own talents and his ability to develop them. 
board before I can take advantage of them?” . 

But there is one general answer that can be made. 
This is a very familiar question to our College And it’s a very recent one. At a large gathering of 
Representatives at their job conferences with engi- General Motors engineers—many of them in top 
neering seniors. management—others in important divisional posi- 

And—in the individual case—frankly it’s a hard tions—this question was asked: 

question to answer. For often first jobs for graduates “How many of you started your GM careers on a 

in certain phases of engineering work are at a drafting board?” The answer: practically everyone 
drafting board. And the length of time the indi- said “I did!” 
vidual stays at a drafting board depends on many So perhaps the best reply to your query about the 

duration of your drafting board experience is to 
say — “there are drafting boards and drafting 
boards.” And a GM drafting board has this advan- 

tll tage—it can lead to a secure and satisfying life work 
r] a a / in a company headed, in many cases, by engineers 

1 . 4 a and with a record of supplying engineers with the 

| 7 aoe | y é equipment and the associations and the opportuni- 

eae ( 7 ties they ask to make the most of their particular 
4G al va training. | 

] | a _ Wy May we suggest you ask any such questions of our 
| / | _ : | College Representative. Your College Placement 

J a) 1D Office can arrange a meeting with him on his next 

cL se -~_ : _. 1 visit to your campus. Or drop usa line. 

a — a P 
a) a way Oe GM POSITIONS ” of yas — 

a . "ae Lg NOW AVAILABLE IN 

ao) ee THESE FIELDS: 

ci Mechanical Engineering 

a eg Electrical Engineering 

Be Metallurgical Engineering 

“ a i Industrial Engineering 

< : i Chemical Engineering 

i Personnel Staff 

 N\, Detroit 2, Michigan 
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Field Procedure Memorandum—No. L, 234-753-Q12 

1. It has been brought to our attention that many employees are dying and 

refusing to fall over after they are dead. This practice must stop: 

2. On or after 1, February 1952, any employee found sitting up after he 

has died, will be dropped from the payroll at once (that is within 30 days). 
Where it may be proved that the employee is being supported by a desk or 

other property marked “U.S. Govt.” an additional thirty days will be granted. 

The following procedure will be strictly followed: 

3. If, after several hours, it is noted that a worker has not moved or 

changed position, the supervisor will investigate. Because of the highly sensi- 

tive nature of Government Employees and the close resemblance between 

death and their natural working attitude, the investigation will be made 

quietly, so as not to disturb the employee if he is only asleep. If some doubt 

exists as to the true condition of the employee, extending a Government check 
is a fine test. If the employee does not reach for it, it may reasonably be 

assumed that he is dead. In some cases the instinct is so strongly developed, 

however, that a spasmodic clutch or reflex action may be encountered. 

DON’T LET THIS FOOL YOU: 

4. In all cases, a sworn statement by the dead person must be filled out an 

Special Form PU 65, 498334, giving special attention to the tenth page. Fif- 

teen copies will be made. Three copies are sent to Washington, three go to 

the deceased and the remainder go to the wastebasket file. 
5. Form 228, application for permanent leave must also be filled out by 

the employee. Be sure to include the correct forwarding address. If he can- 

not write, his signature must be witnessed by two others—preferably alive. 

Complete case by pushing body to one side to make room for the next in- 

cumbent. 
BY ORDER OF: 

Rigor Mortis, M.D. 

JANUARY, 1953 ‘
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WANTE 4 New Ideas | 
om merry . e 4 

To Keep America Strong in the Air | | 
Aviation progress requires new ideas—and plenty of them. And that’s why North | 
American always has career opportunities for young engineers who do fresh | 

. thinking. North American is a company that thinks in terms of the future. That’s 
why it has been an industry leader for 24 years, designing and developing the : 
leading planes of World War II, the B-25 Mitchell and F-51 Mustang, and | 
America’s present day front-line fighters, the F-86 Sabre Jets. Today, North 
American is pioneering in many new fields—guided missile, jet, rocket, electronics, ‘ 
atomic energy—thinking ahead to keep America strong in the air. 

When you are prepared to enter the engineering profession, consider the career 1 
opportunities at North American. In the meantime, feel free to write for any infor- ' 

' : mation you might want concerning a career in the aircraft industry. 

: Write D. R. Zook, Employment Director, 5701 W. Imperial Highway, Los Angeles ; 

| NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION. ING. | 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA* COLUMBUS, OHIO 

North American has built more airplanes than any other company in the world | 
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At Sperry you can apply your knowledge In All Locations—The way is clear for 
immediately and keep on learning—with steady advancement. You are encouraged 
pay—in research, product development, or to continue your education while you earn. 
field work. Salary increases come as you And liberal employee benefits are pro- 
progress. vided for all. 

Graduate a enjoy the ee of working with RESEARCH LEADERSHIP... 
the leaders in their fields. You are expected A FORTY-YEAR TRADITION 
to use originality and a fresh approach. . . . 
Every project is a creative challenge to Today Sperry is the recognized leader in 

2 the brain-work and the team-work of the developing automatic controls for naviga- 
En meers I Sperry engineering staff. tion. From Sperry’s work in gyroscopics 

: and electronics have come the Gyro- 
VARIETY OF OPENINGS pilot* flight controller, Zero Reader* flight 

There are opportunities for aeronautical, director, agar Sefvomechanisms, com- 
electrical, electronic, mechanical engineers puting mechanisms and communications 

ENJOY GOOD SALARY — physicists — technical writers and field equipment. 

FROM THE FIRST DAY... engineers for applied engineering. Sperry sponsored the development of the 
—— ATTRACTIVE LOCATIONS klystron tube—the first practical source of 

GOOD WORKING CONDITIONS microwave energy. From Sperry pioneer- 
INTERESTING CHALLENGES L anil i ing has come a complete line of Micro- 

ong Island—In pleasant suburban atmos- line* instruments for precision measure- 
RIGHT AWAY! phere but convenient to New York. Mod- ment in the entire microwave field. 

ern plant. Well equipped laboratories. 
Excellent working facilities. CHECK YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR 

In the Field—There are excellent applied DATES WHEN SPERRY REPRESENTATIVES 
engineering opportunities in various sec- WILL VISIT YOUR SCHOOL...OR WRITE 
tions of the United States and abroad. SPERRY EMPLOYMENT SECTION 1A5. 

ee Pe . oe — ; 

: ae Ns _ 
Here a Sperry engineer is using is, ia ‘ _ 5 

an analog computer to dupli- es , oe Zé ‘~~ 
cate the flight conditions of in ae <2 a 
a new high-performance jet oo ae r / a 3 
bomber being “flown” auto- eA gt _ = e 
matically by the Gyropilot* oF eh 8 ¢ -. wk 
flight control. He notes the |e. , : a -se.|UGS ae y 
performance of the airplane 4 ® [ae “ So fo C \ —. 
and checks the automatic pilot _. 7 “Se Oe as 
during the bombing run. a 3 Ss 6 

. Coe 4 . hae ‘ 
‘ ve 7 oF . 

; en = eee _ ‘ i | A o. —_ os peas. : A | | i ‘ | Pea ia / i 

[ee a WY nH Hoy ie ‘ 

' : flee i Lf Paty i ] gn , Ges) | fees ial 

b 1 ol ey p : : ennai 

a ee Ay : . an ae 
' he’ { ; te ) H 5 , 

| eo = | | 

a ss rm, Rea. s, PAT. OFF. 

_LIMIDANY £};( »~<-" 

DIVISION OF THE SPERRY conFonarion = EM 
OB 

ieee oS nce sin Fh 
GREAT NECK, NEW YORK + CLEVELAND + NEW ORLEANS: = BROOKLYN - LOS ANGELES Sh RANCISCO + SEATTLE 
IN CANADA=SPERRY GYROSCOPE COMPANY OF CANA A, LIMITED, MONTREAL, QUEBEC 
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I Hi S =N= l H & I 

The WISCONSIN ENGINEER has received an announcement from the 

Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation concerning the Oak Ridge School of 

Reactor Technology. Applications for admission to the course starting next Sep- 

tember will be accepted until March 1, 1953. Those interested in the program 

are invited to write to the School at Post Office Box “P”, Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 

It surely would have been nice to have a Rose Bowl victory for a New Year’s 

gift to the Big 10 — but it was a good game to watch. Television really puts you 

on the 50 yard line. Note to manufacturers: It would have been a much better 

show in color television! 

Well, finals are about upon us again. I hope all the students have reviewed 

as hard as I was planning to. 

R.A.L. 

Se ann nee nn ne ne ern ES 

ee eee | 
Cl eee NS | | | 

Si Beis as iene EER: at OA A WY eer 

fad | ae Engineering Books 
Wie ee an Upplies 

cielo eee ee ed i oe i 

Three cables in one! va 2 
was the solution sought, for supplying ye A Y 
power, operational control and com- | | C 
munication to a pumping house 41/4 miles off shore in Lake Okee- 0 U r 0 U r s e Ss 
chobee, Florida. 

As usual, Okonite engineers were consulted on the problem. Their 
studies showed that it was possible to combine a three-fold function 
in one cable. This was accomplished by the use of Okolite high- 
voltage insulation whose electrical characteristics permitted carrier e 
current to be superimposed on the power conductors. 

The result was a single Okonite-insulated cable — steel-armored for i 
the 414 underwater miles, with a non-metallic sheath for an addi- 
tional 21/ miles underground—which supplies not only power and 
operation control, but a communication circuit as well. 

e@ee 

Tough jobs are the true test of electrical cable... and THE UNIVERSITY CO-OP 
on} installations on such jobs usually turn out to be Okonite. 

+ A 
oo oe 

0) 9, i 1 

7 3 NITE a insulated wires and cables | 1325 University Avenue 
ND s7s7_ || a 
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ELECTRICAL ' 
1 
1 
: 

ENGINEER 1 

' 
or i 

' 
f 
t 

PHYSICIST 
' 
' 

with an interest in ' 

\ 
RA DA R ' Hughes Research and Development 

' Laboratories, one of the nation’s 
or ! leading electronics organizations, are 

' now creating a number of new 
1 openings in an important phase of 

E L E CT R Oo N Ic S | their operation. 
' 

1 
. ! ‘ . ' ’ 

ww 1 a 2 

Mn? 

Here is what one of these positions offers you: 

THE COMPANY THE TRAINING ment is being installed, or (3) be the 
ita co. . Hughes representative at a military base Hughes Research and Development On joining our organization, you will in this country—or overseas (single men Laboratories, located in Southern Cali- work in the Laboratories for several only). Compensation is made for fornia, are presently engaged in the months to become thoroughly familiar traveling and moving household effects, development and production of ad- with the equipment which you will later and married men keep their families vanced radar systems, electronic help users to understand and properly with them at all times. 

computers and guided missiles. employ. If you have already had radar 
or electronics experience, you will find YOUR FUTURE 

THE NEW OPENINGS Shia Koopwiedige helpful in your new Jn one of these positions you will gain 
‘Work'withius. all-around experience that will increase The positions are for men who will your value to our organization as it serve as technical advisors to govern- WHERE YOU WORK further expands in the field of electron- ment agencies and companies ics. The next few years are certain to purchasing Hughes equipment—also as After your period of training—at full see large-scale commercial employment 

technical consultants with engineers of pay—you may (1) remain with the of electronic systems. Your training in other companies working on associated Laboratories in Southern California in and familiarity with the most advanced equipment. Your specific job would be an instructive or administrative capac- electronic techniques now will qualify 
essentially to help insure successful op- ity, (2) become the Hughes represen- you for even more important future eration of Hughesequipmentin the field. tative at a company where our equip- positions. 

How to apply: 
¢ Vy wR 

’ ' . 
va ' sy , t . 

t HUGHES ! 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT i See your Placement Office for 
LABORATORIES ' appointment with members of our 

1 Engineering Staff who will visit 
Engineering Personnel Department t your campus. Or address your 

Culver City, Los Angeles County, California ;  "esumé to the Laboratories. 
' 
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bear this emblem than any other 

Wherever you go in the aircraft world, you'll find this emblem—the 

acknowledged symbol of dependability. 

It's carried by big bombers, medium bombers, light bombers—by all types of 

commercial transports—by flashing jet fighters. In a field where 

only the best is good enough, it stands for outstanding engineering achievement. 

If you would like to work for the company with a future—in an industry 

with an unlimited future—set your sights on Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. 

Pratl: Witney Aireyai/ 
euro ° EAST HARTFORD 8 CONNECTICUT U.S.A. 
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Vhe Student Eugincer's Magazine 

Volume 57 JANUARY, 1953 Number 4 

OG —__—_— os 

Ronen RoBERT SOMMERFELD Rosert LeIsses 
y CS . : 

Vu Mees Issue cee We Business Manager Editor 

ATI \S 
CHARS Jack BINNING 

= Associate Editor 
Tag I 

Welder working on Westinghouse electrical equipment. Comptroller Story Editor 

James Collins Edwin Humpal m’53 
eos Advertising Managers Cc Bdit 

ag ontispiec 4 Preston Koentop m’54 Mare Monsen "53 
Gorden Boettcher e’53 . 

Fi F aii : indie pe Photography Editor 
Jet engine tail cones lined up on General Electric’s receiving Circulation Dave Dauterman c’55 
and inspection area. Robert Kohn m’55 58 a 

Howard Eggert m’54 Publicity Editor 
Richard Brener m’55 Carl Thelin m’53 

A : Special Features Editor 
Articles . Richard Groth, e’55 

Department Editors 

EXPOSITION EXPLORATION eH ae eee dd ON THE CAMPUS ..0......e:se:sseeseeeseeseeeseeesesseeeees Kneeland Godfrey 0’55 
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The first Medals of Honor were awarded by the United States Government 

in March, 1863 to six men of a party of twenty which had attempted to cut the 

railroad between Marietta, Georgia and Chattanooga, Tennessee. Undoubtedly 
more of these medals will be earned in 1953 by American fighting men. 

For ninety years, usually by dying heroically or by destroying vast numbers 

of the enemy, men have won this medal. 
In the same ninety years, engineers and scientists have made remarkable 

progress with inventions, discoveries and means of application so that a large 

number of people benefit from their work. We all realize the importance of such 

discoveries as the laws of alternating current by Steinmetz in 1892; the invention 

of high speed internal combustion engines by Gottlieb Daimler in 1885; the in- 
vention of the linotype machine by Ottmar Mergenthaler in 1884 and the develop- 

ment of a successful camera in 1888 by George Eastman. These are but a very few 

of the technological advances upon which industrial empires have been established 

to employ and serve millions of people throughout the world. 

Great development in many other fields, especially medicine, is characterized 

by the use of scientific methods and specialized equipment as stepping stones for 

progress. 

Man’s life span has been increased with more pleasure added and less physical 

exertion required. Still, we find it necessary to award Medals of Honor — medals 

which represent the battle field deaths of fathers and brothers all over the globe. 

The only real accomplishment in the field of warfare is the abitity to effect more 

destruction and to kill more men in less time than ever before. 

American technical men have proved they can design weapons sufficiently 
effective to enable us to win battles. When the war is over, too often we lose the 

peace. Perhaps 1953 is the year for men trained in technical affairs to bring their 

abilities to bear on the problems of the world. Undoubtedly an engineered solu- 

tion for the problem of establishing world peace would develop a workable answer. 

Remembering that the Carnot cycle does not cause an explosion when sensibly 

modified for practical use, let all of us attempt to solve the problem of engineering 

a practical cycle for international peace. 

R.A.L. 
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In March, 1941, nearly twelve years ago, the Univer- Because of the nature of the undertaking, the emphasis 
sity of Wisconsin’s College of Engineering held its last of the exposition was on student exhibits; the purpose, 

Engineering Exposition. to show what students were doing. But to round out 

The idea for such an exposition evolved from the feud the program, and give a more complete picture of 

over St. Patrick’s chosen occupation—was he lawyer or what was going on in the whole engineering field, in- 

engineer? Each year, on or about St. Patrick’s Day, the dustrial exhibits were secured from companies all over 

engineers held a parade, celebrating the fact that he was the U. S. The Chrysler Corporation, for instance, dem- 

undoubtedly an engineer—not a shyster. Being spring, onstrated its new method of hydraulic transmission, the 

with the men of the slide rule loose after a long winter, Fluid Drive. The Dow Chemical Company presented some 

this historic procession took on a very unpredictable, us- of the interesting and unusual features of “Dowmetal,” at 

ually non-constructive nature. In 1938, for instance, with that time the lightest structural metal known. United 

esprit de corps running high, it ended up in all-out war- States Steel Coporation, Pan American Airways, Incor- 

fare, after certain lawyers tried breaking up the party porated and the Standard Oil Company provided contin- 

with uncooked eggs. Almost everyone agreed that these uous movies. 

parades weren’t accomplishing anything, so an effort Student exhibits provided an insight into the skills they 
was made to organize a celebration which would be worth- were developing in school, and in many cases illustrated 

while as well as energy consuming—and the ideas seemed the lighter side of engineering. An electromagnetic levita- 
to center around an exhibition. In 1936, the University . an 

a , . tor not only suspended metal pots and pans in mid air, 
had held an exhibition as part of the Wisconsin Centen- i Feeivel 4 them f lion: 

nial commemorating the founding of Wisconsin as a ter- ut effectively prevented them from slipping from the 
ritory. An integral part of the program had been the en- field. Electroplating, liquid air demonstrations, receiving 

gineering displays, and so the idea developed “Why can’t and transmitting radio signals with a book-sized portable 

the College of Engineering hold an exposition for them- “transciever,” transmission of pictures by radio, and test- 

selves?” Other colleges had successfully run such an ing the passion power of a best girl’s kiss by an electronic 
event before, which made the idea’ all the more plausible. .,. 5 : : Bi 

" : vag kissometer” (wired with a circuit breaker for extreme 
Finally, in November of 1939, Polygon Board, official . : : 

; : : ‘ f cases) —these were just a fraction of the 65 displays con- 
engineering representative body, voted to set in motion . . _ 

the necessary machinery to carry through the first En- structed by student clubs, engineering societies and fra- 

gineering College Exposition. ternities, and free lance individuals. 

by 

Richard Groth, e’55 
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Governor Heil, opened the three day affair. A program ike ge 
of lectures, movies, and conducted tours fascinated over ce eo _ 
7,500 people and showed how engineering fit into every- — ne : a 7 4 
day living, as well as into the technical occupations. : ce : es . Pos 

The exposition turned out to be a great success, as ne ee o e ‘i ’ oe 

proven by the number of exhibitors and their enthusiasm. md i, re 7 2 | . 7 y 
Financially, the exposition cleared over $1000, after all . # . a <\ . eo e 

expenses and prizes were paid. The biggest share of this Ne 1 ee oC | _ 2 

bought new furnishings for the lobby of the M. E. Build- oe 4 o i 7 a aS a 

ing; the remainder was split among the engineering socie- et oe Po 
ties. Probably the most important single outcome was the ; 2 | - re o re 
realization that there were men who could, without fac- —" ee | | Tall nine! 

ulty urging, instigate, organize, and with the help of the “= lo . ‘ : i 

whole engine school, carry out an exposition of this size. a 
The engineers developed so much confidence that Polygon Ls = ee a 

Board decided to sponsor a second exposition the follow- : nee te er] 
ing year, 1941. 

Built according to the pattern set up in its first year, the 

second exposition blossomed out with new exhibits, a ' 

more inclusive program, and over 9000 spectators. Tri- oe 

angle Fraternity built a miniature Panama Canal, and 

took the first prize money from over 75 competing stu- 
dent exhibitors. Of special interest to those not familiar After 1941 plans were tentatively made to make it a 
with the school were tours conducted through the foundry bi-annual affair—then came Pearl Harbor, and sudden 
while castings were poured, through the machine shops, death for all expositions. That’s the story of the Engi- 
where automatic-screw cutters and turret lathes were in eeting Exposition up to the present. Now Polygon Board 

operation, and through the high voltage atom-smashing feels the time is ripe for the College of Engineering to 
lab in Sterling Hall. Some of the student engineers prob- Put on a show that will be beneficial to all its members 
ably got a look at their future work when they saw exhibi- and to anyone interested in engineering applications and 
tions ranging from the new Du Pont Nylon products tot do it as well as was done eleven years ago. The wheels 
“The new and glamorous fluorescent tubes” developed by te set in motion. Selected as co-chairmen are Ken Schneck 
General Electric. and. Tom Haas. Subchairmen are: Dick Crago (industrial 

exhibits), Jack Miller (student exhibits), Walter Pasciak 

(finances, Jack Burke (incidentals), John Hickman (pro- 

E ne Sea gram), and Dick Groth (publicity). 

: i oe oo ® ue _ What will the Exposition of 1953 consist of? No one 
a. ee ae - . . = | knows exactly, for plans are now being formulated. Un- 

ee ee ee es De ai “ a a ee dose the exposition will re buile ao a darn 

‘Wiha WER Chas ST ee 7 ‘=, of its ancestors—contacts are being made wit to 
—" Rael i: ‘ oe? a : a companies searching for industrial displays. Student exhi- 

res: . oe : 2 c ee bits by societies, fraternities, and individuals interested in 

ue i Pan . science, are being solicited, and programs are being drawn 

Hil || ay : oe — 4 ee — up. There are three things concerning this exposition, 

Nl ll q | “a ae a ae i however, that are certain: (1) The public, and employers 

com OS es cae a ‘ ue) | re in particular, are more interested and concerned with the 

ae | oo i 4 engineer’s work than ever before, because of the role he 
: | rar ea plays in our increasingly technical society. (2) The facili- 

oe ] 5 ties for responding to this interest have vastly improved 
= £ ? » . since 1941, due to the additional space provided by the 

a ) new E. E. and CH. E. buildings, and (3) no matter how 

— ‘ good a job the chairmen and their staffs do in formulating 
a8 | 2 the policies, the final success or failure of the exposition 

| | lies in the hands of the engineers themselves—it will de- 
: a 4 > oe pend on the amount of student support. With everyone 

. . =. in the College of Engineering pushing the Exposition, it 

a — a can’t help matching or exceeding the success attained by 

: oo oe its predecessors. 
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The J-40. | 

NAVY REVEALS NEW JET Several new fighter planes, all 

f which heduled f 1 | 
The Navy has announced the on wages are sone tiled fot saely 

4 3 . production for the U. S. Navy, are 
world’s most powerful turbojet air- 

‘ expected to be powered by the new 
craft engine has been developed 5 at 5 

sth 4 aheaseaauiwalent te approxi engine. These will include the Mc- 

w 4 PP ; Donnell F3H “Demon” and the 
mately 25,000 horsepower at today’s or 94 

‘ot flight speeds Douglas F4D “Skyray. 

Jet Bight sp . The tremendous power of the 

The new power plant will be the new J40 is partly developed through 

first jet engine in the world to pro- the use of an afterburner which re- 

vide constant speed diive for aitr- heats the exhaust gases after they 
plane accessories as an integral part leave the turbine but before they 

of the engine. This revolutionary emerge as a jet stream. 

feature will permit designers to The new engine, like all West- 

make substantial savings in weight inghouse jets, is of the axial flow 

and space in new planes, both vital or straight-through design. Almost 
factors in maintaining aircraft su- 25 feet long and about 40 inches in 

periority. diameter, it is exceptionally light 

The new aircraft power plant has and produces more thrust per square 

just successfully completed the De- inch of frontal area than any other 

fense Department’s grueling 150- turbojet. 

hour qualification test, which all This single engine is two and one- 
new engines must pass to be eligible half times as powerful as the com- 
for quantity production. The test bined four engines on a B-29 Super- 

was equivalent to more than 75,000 fortress, but its weight, approxi- 

miles of actual flight, or three mately 3,500 pounds, is less than 

times around the world at the equa- that of only one of the famous 

tor. bomber’s engines and_ propellors. 
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MIDGET X-RAY UNIT See a 
: ao 5 a 

A new midget-type industrial 250,- ag ay i 2 ae ow i 

000 volt X-ray machine, less than >. A ) \ een 

half the size and less than 1/8th | Ps ieee ‘ee Ge i ee 

the weight of the conventional quar- oS = i : basanites : Sah es) 
ter-million-volt unit has been devel- a \ 7 ;  & : : 4 

oped by GE engineers. 5 oN ‘ he 2 ee 

This lightweight, mobile unit, AN iii ' fj : J 

although capable of X-raying steel — iN . é ix 4 

up to 34 inches in thickness, can { _- : y ok <4 

be easily carried around in foun- y “f ——- ia 4“ “<a z 

dries, welding shops, shipyards, > eT Nee es 

building projects and on many oth- 4 y | _— a e 2 

er jobs where X-ray inspections are a = _ : | (Ss 

needed to control quality and safety. ae | oN ’ ~ a 4 

The unit is less than 15 inches in % 4 " es — s . i 

diameter and 44 inches long. It os j ts a — ‘ 
weighs only 150 pounds, as against : : : = 
1,150 for conventional units. New G.E. midget industrial x-ray unit can easily be brought in- 

The Hes major application fas side boiler drums to inspect welds from inside out which greatly 
reduces radiation hazard and simplifies radiography. 

been made in U.S. Navy shipyards 

where it is used to inspect critical 

welded seams and stressed areas in 

ships during and after construction. 

A feature of the unit’s versatility . Cuts courtesy General Electric and Westinghouse 
is its protruding “snout” from which 

the X-rays are emitted, which makes 

possible the taking of “inside-out” 
X-ray pictures. This, according to Operating at anywhere from 75,- 

GE engineers, will greatly speed 000 to 250,000 volts, the new unit 

up the process and reduce problems can be used on anything from mag- 

now faced in making X-rays. nesium to steel. Use of the machine 

In setting up for the inspection on light metals is also aided by the 

of a weld joint connecting two sec- beryllium “window” of the X-ray 

tions of a pipe, for example, the tube, which allows the escape of 

X-ray technician can bring the X- softer, less penetrating X-rays from 

ray unit inside the pipe and change the tube. 

its position for each exposure area 
without disturbing the pipe. He can 
also use it inside large castings and 

other areas difficult of access, or 

insert the snout inside a smaller 

casting. (please turn to page 28) 
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Figs. 1, 2. and 3 show the combined turbine generating unit and 
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by 
A. J. Casser 

a r Ee es 

i ye Pie # 

MeN Ne 
Te development of a pump turbine unit that can ON gO ee | 

serve as either a pump or turbine for power genera- ! Co | pic) a 

tion has brought forth new interest in pumped storage Ny Cz < : : y a ee ; 

systems. These new units hold considerable promise in fu- 4% ey ee ae RS 3 Ae) 

ture power generation planning. : _ \ ’ » a hd 2 o | 

Pumped storage, like a storage battery, utilizes low cost : eas ey me : 9 oe 
power to store energy, a differential head of water which ; a? ‘ a ns “fe ~ a | 4] 

is used to generate hydro-electric power for peak load A ie aS mS ” o ae a 

periods. The power used for pumping can be made at a : % ‘ <7 , a =p é 
low cost and the power generated in return can be sold ~< 2 Pg a A eg rs : 
at a much higher rate, making the process self-sustaining e = ais ; ay & a os ; 7 

and profitable in spite of the normal losses in pumping _ Bete a 

and generation. The pump turbine is economically feas- z xo sail Pe > ( 

ible because power can be sold for more at one time of ; an ee rr 

the day (or week, or year) than another and because all : one eo Ng oe 

generating systems, and particularly fuel-electric systems, age Ls Fd < . ile 
have periods where much surplus power is available. a oe ¢ jal 

When tied in with a pump turbine unit, the load fac- yi SF ge 

tor, efficiency and operating characteristics of a fuel- — 

electric plant are all improved because the pumping load 
takes up where the peak load drops off. When needed, 

pumped storage can furnish reserve capacity through 

additional pumping to anticipate an abnormal temporary 

load. 
Pumped Storage Has Long History 

Until recently, most of the developments have taken 
place in Europe, where pumped storage units have in- 

creased from two plants in 1892 to fifteen plants in 1920 The other installations are the Lake Lamoka Plant in 

ranging from 300 hp to 6000 hp. By 1935, pumped stor- New York State and the Buchanan Plant in Texas. The 

age had taken root, and Spain, Italy, Austria, Germany, Lake Lamoka Plant consists of two separate turbines and 
France, Sweden Chile, and the United States have con- three separate pumps operating under a 400 ft. head. The 

structed more than fifty plants of various types ranging pumps have a capacity of 35 cfs. 

from 200 hp to 198,000 hp. Total world horsepower ca- A new hydraulic turbine generating unit and pumping 

pacity in pumped storage plants is over 1,500,000 hp and unit incorporated in a single reversible machine was an- 
about 825,000 hp in pumps. At present, we have three pounced in June, 1950 by the Allis-Chalmers Manufactur- 

operating plants in the United States. The largest is lo- ing Company. This improved pump turbine consists of a 
cated on the Rocky River in Connecticut consisting of a single runner enclosed in a casing with stay ring and 

separate turbine and two separate pumps. The turbine is movable wicket gates similar in construction to turbine 
rated 33,300 hp under a 215 ft. head and the pumps are units in Figures 1, 2 and 3. 
each rated 270 cubic feet per second under 225 ft, head. (please turn to page 38) 
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Musician hits a high note on his trumpet to test the performance of seven different micro- 
phones introduced by RCA since 1928. Microphones shown from left to right are: condenser 
type (1928), ribbon type (1930), universal ribbon type (1936), velocity type (1932), poly- 
directional ribbon type (1944), “Bantam” velocity type (1948), and the “Starmaker” ribbon 

pressure type. 

by 

James Collins, e’53 
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True reproduction of sound is determined by the ele- that Alexander Graham Bell developed his dictaphone. 

) ments of the entire amplification system and is dependent About 1888 a new idea appeared that has been handed 
| upon the quality of each individual component. The ideal down through the ages—that of recording on a flat, lateral 

amplification system would be one such that its existence disc as devised by Emil Berliner. Later he discovered a 

would remain undetected when in operation. method of reproducing several facsimile copies from one 
The last few years have produced amazing advances in master record. Developments in regard to speed regula- 

| the recording and reproduction of sound and have pre- tion and horn and sound box ensued. No explanation for 

sented to the American “high fidelity” lover a broader the use of 78 rpm turntable speed can be found except 
field of high fidelity components for the construction of that it happened to be the speed created by one of the 
his own recording and reproducing system. earlier machines. 

If you have ever contemplated buying a magnetic re- The year 1927 opened the way to the electrical record- 

corder, for example, have you wondered whether you ing field due to the development of radio, vacuum tubes, 

would desire a magnetic wire or a magnetic tape system? and the microphone. 

Or in the realm of the lateral disc recording field, which Three types of recording are prevalent today: lateral 

| system of reproduction do you prefer, the 33 1/3 rpm disc, optical and magnetic recording. 

| CBS system or the 45 rpm RCA system? These questions | 

have been prevalent in many thoughtful persons’ minds LATERAL DISC RECORDING 
after these new devices became available and on the Lateral disc recording is still in the picture and is cer- 

market in the past few years. tainly not a “has-been”. New developments in this field 

of recording have kept it in the foreground. The old 
IN RETROSPECT ; 5 ee ie mail 3 

oo . . standby is the 78 rpm disc which is still in prevalent use 
It would be unfitting if we did not pay tribute to the day 

forefathers of this important industry who did much to . - 
EA ; : ‘ Several problems confront disc recording. Among them 
initiate the recording and reproduction of audio. . 

. ; : is the problem of turntable speed. When one speaks of 
In 1877, Thomas Edison, the great American inventor, 

. : constant turntable speed they mean that the plate or 
stumbled across what was to become the first recording : : 

4 5 : turntable revolves due to a constant speed axial or rim 
and reproducing system. His method was the acoustical ' oe 

deeds 4 drive. Mention is made of the two main types of power 
method utilizing a wax roll or cylinder. It was around 1881 _ . 4 

transmission because the former was used mainly in the 

earlier stages of recording while more recently the rim 

drive has been used to greater extent. In the case of the 

rim drive, the transmission of power to the turntable is 
achieved by means of an idler wheel between the inner 

rim (underneath the plate) and a vertical motor shaft. In 

a rar both instances, however, the turntable revolves at a con- 

a 1 as E stant speed. This means that as the distance from the 

ee "|| ae ' center to the various portions of the disc changes, so 
C Lee ed 3 changes the linear velocity of the record grooves. Hence 

) my aa i the outer-most groove of the recording, travels faster 

[Cl i oop than the inner-most groove. This results in varying 
bi = re amounts of distortion of the original sound. One means of r 1 are = iS . 1. : . 

| 3 ool Me : effectively eliminating this problem is to have the groove 
| « . : 

z ; ee © A re immediately below the recording needle travel at a con- 

‘ ‘ / ‘A ae u's stant rate of speed. One concern developing and producing 

b 2 ee : a commercial lateral disc dictating machine utilizes one 

; a oO : uv such system by employing a roller drive at the stylus 
A enti : ‘ Z 5 
3 _ (needle) head to drive the disc past the pickup point at 

3 * : a constant velocity. , 

~ iw a is Cutters, or recording cartridges, have in themselves 

WA several problems. Two predominate types of cutters are 
available, the magnetic and the crystal. Magnetic cutters 

~ . are low impedance devices and hence can be connected 

. .* *» directly to the voice-coil side of the output transformer | 

re ee Poe < of the amplifier. These cutters are exceptionally rugged oe) eo " : : 
pieaiaseies . and stable in operation. The crystal cutter, on the other 

During the early 1920’s, telephone transmitters were used instead hand, when connected to the output of an amplifier, repre- 
of microphones at pioneer broadcasting stations such as the one itive: load i hich the i d d 
pictured here. The telephone transmitter was not well suited for S¢Mts a capacitive load in which the impedance decreases 
broadcast use nee it was mubject to distortion and limited in the as the frequency increases. 
frequencies it could handle. Investigation of these problems led i ‘ 3 z 
to many improvements in the design of microphones. Another problem is that of disc materials. Comparison 
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of the noise level of different types of disc materials J 

shows that the old shellac recordings had a noise level Pade : 

of minus ten decibels, the new shellac materials, minus : y’ iis a Q2 on 
twenty decibels, vinylite, minus thirty to forty decibels, oe Re 3] Z , ‘ 

and lacquer, the most expensive material, minus fifty a 26> UU ' Sa 
decibels. ee me > S . i 

The reproduction or playback of sound from lateral fy a's 
discs is achieved by using the reverse process—using a A tee / iy a 
tone arm with a cartridge or pickup rather than a cutter 3 VR Mise g S . me 
cartridge. The problems encountered in this phase are a —) ae 
the tracking error and reproducing stylii. Tracking error wy ld a ed oa — os 
means that the pickup cartridge and needle do not form y << per - sey" a. ’ 
a right angle with the direction of travel of the disc. ‘ew ae? a 
Groove skating results from improper tracking; then one ‘a oo 4 A 
side of the groove becomes worn resulting in faulty re- iS I ve oe 3 a f, - 
production. By use of offset heads on the tone arms and : a 7) "| — ieg® a P| oe 
light-weight cartridge elements, this problem is effectively a 2 : | e a ay ; 
reduced. There is no cure-all for eliminating record wear aa ut ¢ : : _ 

and distortion. However, use of several precautions will _- ae a 

minimize the troubles encountered. For example, use of a . “eg 

perfectly level turntable, free from mechanical vibration, a ie " 
a pickup having a tone arm with an offset head, and use Robin Chandler is shown using an RCA “Starmaker” microphone 

. . . during NBC’s television coverage of the political conventions at of a properly designed reproducing stylus will permit a Chicago. The “Starmaker,” designed not to hide the faces of 

minimum degree of tracking ersor, thereby seducing di rakey or nwt ja mumdrtona, ian premise 
tortion and prolonging record life. response in the high-frequency regions. It weighs only 15 ounces 

A most excellent reason for the presence of lateral disc and handles equally all tones between 50 and 15,000 cycles. 

recording in spite of new magnetic recording methods is 

the recent development in high quality microgroove rec- 

ords as produced by CBS and RCA. Several advantages i 
of these new recordings are the longer playing time (LP) 

with improved dynamic range yielding a high-fidelity fre- To attempt to say that either one of these two rela- 
quency response. Utilization of light needle pressure tively new types of disc recording was better than the other 
eliminates a great deal of needle scratch and background one in regard to one feature would meet with a complete 
noise which effectively prolongs the record life. The micro- reversal of decision in regard to another feature upon. 
grooves are one third the size of the old standard record comparison of these two systems. A solution to this prob- 
grooves. Vinylite, with its low noise level has been used lem may be the three speed record changer developed to 

as the microgroove disc material. handle any of these three systems. 

The Columbia Broadcasting System has developed the OPTICAL RECORDING 

33 1/3 “pm: reproducing system. This system utilizes ten The second method of recording sound is the optical 
and twelve inch size discs much like the conventional 78 method. Sound-on-film is an weedllenp example pee 
rpm disc except that the grooves are microgrooves and and dhiveptive millinetes Aline hy a . k al 
light-weight playback arms and heads are used. These LP ne ed y £ the fl me i Thi ave @ Poe ah anu wong. 
discs average somewhere between 224 to 300 lines per inch i Sa vl . mee : f 6 er on me fis ne aU. 
as compared to 96 to 120 lines per inch of the 78 rpm a onane need fone © Te he cg sees 
transcriptions. Playing time per side is about 22 minutes. combed "iy vena nstane ak “Ee, = e variable acu 
Several selections are generally recorded on one side with of iL. teen od . reccune de fi teen ue the oe uch 
the result that a whole symphony or concerto, for example, like the £ dul De teat on de ee os 
may be recorded on one LP recording rather than on four ee ‘ a“ ne, mat eee spaal Wits the amplitude 
aeinexe 78 rpm recordings. ° ee of - signa: & constant but the spacing or den. 

The Radio Corporation of America has developed the = oe a the fon Fo variable The other type = ope 
45 rpm reproducing system which uses a seven inch disc a sound ns é © fs 4 breaks aed, ISH HE eed af 
with a one and one-half inch diameter center spindle hole. me oe half of : . Lit 4 me en oe much like:the 
The inner collar portion is slightly raised to prevent con- Ee Aetic scenadiee, of “he andin nen fa fil 

tact of the playing surfaces and grooves. These discs g h OE dapted ot Sig A. 
average about 275 lines per inch. The playing time per eer Ei % ‘Bell « ir Fs aL i me ra m ‘l 
side is approximately 5 minutes. Only one selection is wud my aL, . F owe i va ae ° él © optica 

recorded per side rather than a group of selections. RCA eefaihe dhentancs md Seedoumen oe: h ——_ 
developed their own reproducer for this new disc. 8 Colewse rann.26 vege 8) Seems 
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= Home appliances made of special cold-rolled stainless 
4 steel, 

. aa » —J fa 

Pictures courtesy U.S. Steel News and General Electric 
| 

| 

| 

by 

‘ Stephen Carter, m’55 

A steel man will readily admit that a brilliant surface on tion were 800 feet long, through a reduction in gauge it 

steel would be an extravagance for most purposes. But would become 2000 feet long. Cold rolling improves the 

some strip, or both stainless and fine grain carbon steel, surface of all strip, but with the meticulous and scientific 

is rolled with a “super finish”, for use in kitchen utensils, control exercised in rolling bright finish strip, the surface 
electrical appliances, automobile trim and a variety of of the strip has hardly a scratch or imperfection which is 

objects where a beautiful surface appearance is a “must”. visible to the naked eye. There is little variation in its 

Though such a finish could be produced on polishing thickness greater than one thousandth of an inch. 

machines, it would require a prohibitive amount of rub- The work rolls for the superfinishing lines are forged 

bing and buffing. Therefore this strip is given a bright steel, of a quality as fine as that in today’s surgical steels. 

finish by a rolling operation. They are forged from alloy steel containing chromium, 

Steel is brought to the cold rolling mills in the form of vanadium and molybdenum. Under the teriffic pressures 

hot rolled coils. As the steel is passed from one set of necessary, the rolls impart to the strip any defect in their 
rolls to another, it is toughened and its thickness is pro- surface. A single scratch or other imperfection on a work 

gressively reduced. Strip approximately 24 inches wide roll surface would transfer and create thousands of de- 

and 83 thousandths of an inch thick can be reduced in fects on the strip surface. Without a smooth set of work 

a four stand continuous mill to 31 thousands of an inch rolls during the last critical rolling, a perfect coil of strip 
in thickness. If such a coil at the beginning of the opera- is impossible. The work rolls in the first two finishing 
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il a . | } ite Above: A roll: grinder is shown measuring the diameter 
cea : Fs D of a work roll. The roll has been ground and polished 
a 2 ‘ waa ‘ip. «= to. a_mirror-like finish. The abrasive grinding wheel is poe A eit 

Se a Li my aw »  __ back of the roll in the center of the photograph. 

Se ee Eee Left: A workman has stopped the cold rolling mill to 
il i a ; } examine the quality of the bright finish on the strip. 

i a x iy ae | The work roll which can be seen, center, is as flawless 
| E es Loe ee as the strip it rolls. Note the roll of protective paper 

a | bic (Sige = at the bottom, which is drawn into the coil as it is 
wy, (Hira, formed. pie 

passes can be used for approximately six hours before not disappear after a short period of grinding, the abra- 

resurfacing, while those used in the last pass can some- sive wheel itself may need dressing or resurfacing with 

times only be used for two hours. a diamond studded tool. 

Recently the scientists at General Electric turned to glass The deficiencies of the usual commercial methods of 

as a near approximation of a liquid surface. The glass is producing shapes and dimensions usually fall into one or 

coated with vaporized gold resulting in the smoothest solid more of the following classifications: 
surface found so far. The surface is used for tests to de- 1. Short pitch geometrical defects such as grinding or 

termine why various insulating materials break down turning ridges. 

under high electric voltages. These surfaces must be free 2. Longer pitch defects such as chatter marks, feed 

of invisible bumps and dust particles. Housewives might spirals, grinder flats, and other waviness due to ma- 

be interested in achieving a similar high polish to reduce chine tool inaccuracies. 

dusting chores in the home. But scientists harbor few 3. Metallurgical changes in the surface layer of metal 
illusions about their wanting glass and gold furniture for caused by the heat produced in grinding. The aver- 

dining room suites. age mechanic refers to this condition as “burning” or 
A roll is resurfaced by grinding thousandths of an inch “annealing”. By the use of a fine grit, hard bond 

from the roll diameter. Its diameter must be uniform to wheel, it is easily possible to prodice sufficient heat 

within .0005 of an inch. If roll surface imperfections do (please varn vo paged) 
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N° graver responsibility confronts the job seeker, . Gh 

young or old, than the careful, thorough and intelli- 

gent selection of a boss. 

Able, well-trained, satisfied employers are essential to 

successful careers. They are the men who are alert to spot 

new talent, develop it and put it to use. They are the men 

who guide a company’s destiny skillfully, thus holding 

the ladder steady while you climb. They are architects of 

personnel policies that inspire you to your best effort. 

The second-rate boss, whether he knows it or not, is just 

collecting second-rate people. Why waste your time wieh 

him? 

Recently it has been somewhat difficult for employes 

to get first-rate employers. They have frequently had to 

settle for what they could get, and then wait for the | 

chance to jettison the second-rater in favor of a better | 

man, | 

Now, however, you can be a little more choosy in pick- | 

ing your boss. Something called a manpower shortage is 

tipping the balance a little further your way. Get ready 

to tighten up your boss-selecting procedures. 

Be sure when you interview a prospective boss, you will 

find him still possessed of the quaint notion that he is se- 

lecting you. Do not attempt to disabuse him of this no- 

tion, for the attempt might produce serious emotional dis- 

turbances. Just play along with the gag while you quietly 

size things up. 

To help you in making this appraisal, the following 

check list for the screening and selection of employers 

has been compiled. On the basis of personal observation 
and judgment, plus discreet inquiries among those familiar 

with the man and his organization, answer the following 

12 questions as best you can. These answers will give you 

a pretty good line on how good a boss the man behind the 
desk is. 

1. Does he appear to have adequate skill and experience 

for the job? 

Take a good look at this company of his and see how 

well he’s running it. Your prime requirement is a boss 

with the proved know-how to steer his company success- 

fully, keep it humming and moving forward. The man you 

want is the one with concrete results to show for his lead- 

ership. 
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Reprinted courtesy Changing Times 

The Kiplinger Magazine — January 1951 

If he is qualified for his job, the company should show stick by it. Pass over the prospect who looks as though he 
a satisfactory financial and competitive position and, above _ will be timid and excessively cautious in making decisions; 

all, it should be making progress. Its record will show pass over, too, the one who impresses you as a man of 
traces of innovations, fresh ideas, adjustments to keep pace hasty, snap judgments. 

with changing times. The better grades of bosses impress you as being self- 
A company that is dragging its feet, however, implies confident, ambitious, self-controlled. They have the air of 

a boss that is doing the sain: Better just take his phone men who know exactly where they are, where they are go- 
number and tell him you Il let him know next week. No ing, and how they propose to get there. They know how to 
good jockey wants to ride a broken-winded horse. listen to other people, as well as make other people listen 

2. Does he have good references? to them. 

Any man who has reached boss status is bound to have How does the Great Man talk? Shun the one whose 

some reputation, both in his field of business and in the conversation is loaded with I, my and me, and take the one 
community. He may, in fact, have a wider reputation than who speaks of we, our and us. Avoid the man who rasps 

he suspects. Check up on that reputation. out orders like a sea captain turning out the fo’c’sle gang. 
Is he known and respected by competitors and col- Favor the one whose attitude is that of a team captain, 

leagues? Does he indicate an interest in and natural apti- whose voice of command is quietly authoritative, and who 
tude for his work by active membership in the appropriate turns loose an occasional “please” and “thank you.” 

business associations and professional societies £ Or do 4. Has he handled your application for a job with teas: 

others in the field speak of him politely, but rather vague- 7 i ° 
ly? onable care and intelligence? 
ys 

* : : . . . 4 If th t! h Il, hi . 
Nonbusiness references count, too. Your best bet is the us nani puts you on HB -RAyEO™s DE 18) Un effect, in 

: . A vesting a fair sum of money in you. If he is a smart busi- man who takes a reasonably active role in community af- . a. 
: . . nessman, he 1s careful about his investments. 

fairs, whose name crops up now and then in connection . 

with drives and civic projects, whose interests are not Be wary of the employer who Passes out jobs too easily 
limited to one narrow field. Such aman probably takes his or without examining your qualifications very closely. Give 

position and obligations seriously. He seems to have the the nod to the one who, personally or through his staff, 
necessary aptitudes for leadership and responsibility. He Puts some time and effort into finding out ahead of time 
seems to be broad-gauge. whether you will fit into his organization and where you 

Finally, see what reaction you get around town when will fie in. 
you mention that you are considering Old Man Snodgrass In the first place, he is obviously interested in getting 
as an employer. Is the idea endorsed? Or does it bring top-grade, permanent employes and in seeing that they get 
forth a round of horror stories about what kind of man a chance to work where they work best. 
he is to work for? Such tales are probably exaggerated. In the second place, he is judging you in advance. He 
But either there is a grain of truth behind them, or else isn’t likely to discover a couple of months from now, after 
the employer is fumbling the important job of public and wasting your time and his, that he guessed wrong. 

employe relations. And in the third place, he seems to understand people, 

3. Does he make a good impression? ; as a proper boss should. He is proceeding on the sound 

Certain personality traits are very important guideposts assumption that they are all different and all complicated, 
in the selection “ good employer. id ; and not to be ordered in wholesale lots like so many rivets 

Your man should leave an impression of decisiveness o or boxes of carbon 
paper. 

being one who can weigh evidence, make a decision, and (please turn to page 40) 
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Science - - \) i ee 
(continued from page 17) \ tf a * 

DECK-EDGE ELEVATORS a ‘ “ 

The Elevator Division of the y & 

Westinghouse Electric Corporation . 

has received a $3,500,000 contract yi . 

for installation of deck-edge ele- / 

vators on the world’s mightiest air- 

craft carrier, the U.S.S. Forrestal, 

now under construction. They will 

: move planes between the flight deck 

| and the hangar deck, such as shown 
| on the U.S.S. Midway. Old type in- 

| board elevators left large vacant 

spaces on the flight deck when tak- | 

ing on planes from the hangar deck. & 

The deck-edge type leaves the 

flight deck intact so that planes Eerie glow is produced nine feet under 
can take off and land while others water by a radiation source twice as pow- | 

2 erful as the world supply of radium. | 
are being moved. 

In size, the elevators will meas- 

ure 60 by 60 feet. They will extend 

out over the water at approximately 

the midpoint of the carrier. They 

will be raised and lowered by Oil- 

draulic engines. An undisclosed 

number of them will be capable of 

moving more planes per minute than 

on any previous carrier. : 

COBALT 60 

Twice the world’s present supply of radium, which if obtainable would 

cost 130,000,000, would be needed to equal in intensity the rays from a 

—- ' powerful radiation source recently installed at the Knolls Atomic Power 

= & nA ae ‘nda Laboratory. 
| 

| Nea ert sea | aed ‘i : : _ : : F . i 
s age ” ie "i So intense is this radiation that it causes a bluish-white glow in the nine- 

yee, i ie hia foot depth of protective water under which the source is kept. When the 
is pain Pkt | Wh room is darkened, the tank and the surrounding area are illuminated by 

PN i sa ee \ this glow. 

a oe ae es The source consists of about 2.5 pounds of a radioactive form of the 

ee gale Oi Pa metal cobalt, known as cobalt 60. The radiations emitted are gamma rays 

cere re irs. ‘i or high-energy X-rays. 

ae on * a & The laboratory will use the new installation in connection with its work 

———— " on the design and construction of a full-scale land-based model of an atomic 

agente elevator on the carrier Mid- power plant for U.S. Navy submarines. 

Physical properties of many materials to be used in constructing such a 
plant may be altered by the powerful rays generated in the atomic reactor, or 

“furnace.” By lowering samples of these materials into the water, and expos- 

ing them to rays from the cobalt 60, such effects may be tested on a small 

scale, 
(please turn to page 46) 
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oe me Never before in the history o el 
a = = saircraft industry has there b 

pa ‘a greate}—opportumity—and-grep 

den? forthe young engineer — 
thorough {Prajge-and_creative abil Security restrictions prevent a 

‘At Chance Vought" Meeaiioil = full discussion of the guided mis- 

neering staff in one of the largest plants a projects at Chance ier 
designed for the manufacture of military aircraft. oa rot ae eicneae anita a 

Centered in the second largest aircraft production area in d phases’ ol development de ve 
the U. S., this modern air conditioned plant is especially f fee ny creating and emranES 
designed and equipped with adequate facilities for air- Th a ees acacia ann. 
craft research, development and integrated production. _ pose mlssies. are in production for unten: 

sive experimental uses and presently are 
oN being flight tested with excellent results. 

Le XN 7 

ee” Sor 
iA“ For thirty-five years Chance Vought’s position in the aircraft industry has been 
ae one of pioneering and leadership. One of the latest achievements is the tailless 

fo / swept wing F7U-3 “Cutlass” now in full scale production. This twin jet fighter, 
ue O/ in the “‘more than 650 miles per hour category,” is designed to operate from both 
7S land bases and aircraft carriers. For further information about Chance Vought and its 
rf diversified opportunities in engineering, consult a copy of our publication titled “Tomor- 
a=" row’s Engineering’’ now on file in your college placement library. If you are receiving a degree y' Be Pp. ye ot Y! g ) 

in Engineering, Mathematics or Physics, contact your Placement Director for an appointment 
with the Chance Vought Aircraft representative who wi!l visit your campus soon, 

CHANCE VOUGHT AIRCRAFT 
Ga 

SEMANCE 
VOUGHT 

WLW 
Dallas, Texas 

DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
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2 ‘ ey 

7 ae |i uy A new spectrometer developed by the National Bureau 
Cy ce og of Standards makes possible the accurate analysis of 
-_ ee . . “1: _ . t X-rays having energies between 0.2 and 12 million electron 
PF j : ‘ Co AY volts. The magnetic Compton spectrometer, designed and 
NN - constructed under the direction of Drs. H. O. Wyckoff, 

a o . : \i ia a, . J. W. Motz*, and W. Miller of the NBS staff, operates in Pe <0 , 
oN) iM eee ee Gime ee an energy range that bridges the gap left by other types 
RY ey fe | | E BRE ef of X-ray spectrometers. The data obtained with the spec- iia Se at Fk. £ - ; ) 

rae iN 5 . Pp AN i trometer are used in studies of the X-ray absorption 

, ey \\ aw js f » EN a” properties of various materials. It is expected that the 
ee : _ ee, Lone j spectrometer will also provide information leading to a 

| ON S is a r better understanding of the nature of X-ray production. 

De ‘ f ra \ \ 4 ¥ ae iY : The X-ray intensities and energies measured by the 

SU ) uy y ‘aoa NBS magnetic Compton spectrometer are used in a de- 
oa A F issu, Sis ee i, a aa ih ‘ 7 ro x i. 2 termination of the amount of shielding required for pro- 

saat eh | Une a tection against the dangerous radiations from high voltage 
aa NN ‘ime ed : 

a y oN Fe ™ . ‘i machines and nuclear reactors. The Compton spectrometer 

aN eo h A . ie was used in an analysis of the gamma-rays emitted from a 
“ Lees 4 / os On U*** slug at the center of the Los Alamos water boiler and 

a ee i aes toe Se from the core of the “fast reactor”. The results included a 

Pe, = a j determination of the total energy release of gamma radia- 
. . — i -_ 235 

: a tion from the U?** slug and the gamma-ray spectra from 

both reactors. The spectrometer also has been used to 

determine the X-ray spectrum from the Naval Ordnance 

Lab: 11-Mev betatron. Inside view of the NBS magnetic Compton spectrometer. The “7 07 @tOrY. oY ee . 
collimated beam of x-rays impinges on a beryllium foil placed in- The NBS magnetic Compton spectrometer consists 
side the narrow end of the wedge-shaped pole pieces. The ejected essentially of an evacuated chamber composed of the 
electrons leave the foil at an angle and at an energy dependent - 
on the incident radiation. The combined effect of lead baffles wedge-shaped pole faces of an electromagnet. A collimated 
and magnetic field is to focus the electron beam so as to strike ‘ impi i ‘ a scintillation counter (at the exit ports of the aluminum cham. Pam of X-rays is made to impinge on a window of beryl 
ber). The motor at the top of the spectrometer and the rod ex- lium foil. As a result of the interaction of the X-rays with 
tending into the space between the pole faces is part of a flux- : : . : . 
meter used to adjust the magnetic field. The channels for each the foil material, electrons are ejected from the foil with 
scintillation counter are shielded from each other by lead inserts. an energy and angular distribution dependent upon the 

: energy of the incident photons. Only those electrons that 
*Dr. Joseph W. Motz, physicist in the Bureau’s nucleonic . ithi ll lid le i he d 

instrumentation section, received his B.S. degree in physics are contained within a small soli angie in the forwar 
from the University of Wisconsin in 1941, his M.S. degree in direction of the beam are focused on a detector-counter 
physics from Cornell University in 1941, and his Ph.D. de- : 1 h le £ The X 
gtee in physics from Indiana University in 1949. From 1942 by the magnetic field between the pole faces. The X-ray 
to 1943 he was a junior physicist engaged in research on UHF intensity and energy, is then computed from measurements 
triode generators in the Signal Corps Radar Laboratories, and : st 
from 1943 to 1946 he was a physicist at the Armour Research of the magnetic field and the number of electrons striking 
Foundation. He has written several technical papers in his field the detector 
and is a member of the American Physical Society and Sigma Xi. . 
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SPECTROMETER 
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\ oe 
The pole faces and the window through which the inci- \ : fee : 

dent photons are admitted are arranged so that the mag- { 5 f oes - 
netic field is perpendicular to the direction of travel. The om f yf oie a ae 
incident collimated radiation enters the evacuated chamber oy Vf: Se ee : os ae wt ge 
through an aluminum window. Auxiliary permanent mag- \ \ pe Se Oo ae eBay 
nets remove stray electrons produced in the aluminum i \ ‘ < a M e pang F Be E ms 
window by the X-ray beam. The beryllium foil is located ; \ \e Lae / Le Sag tee Bo : 3 4 
directly behind the aluminum window. As the X-ray beam \ \ fe ee eee : i. ee 
impinges on the foil, electrons and positrons are ejected Ned Rg Be Me er Pe ahs 
in all directions. The higher the energy of the incident sha ae ee a Bie oe 
photon, the greater is the concentration of the ejected ‘ : ! a Begs yoe } Neg xe 4 
particles in the forward direction. S GY won & ee Re Bete of ae 

The spectrometer is provided with a system of baffles ae Wo. eee oe ey Ie oe 
so that only electrons ejected within certain angular limits ie Caen rn Soe neem era ~ 
are detected. The combined effect of the baffles and mag- Schematic ‘diagrati “oe hens ate ne bother ore netic field is to focus the electron beam so that it can be Those electrons contained in a small solid angle © in the for- 
detected by a scintillation counter. The magnetic field, fer aha wetigenlindel nae kee one an ete ed 
which is measured by a rotating element and a fluxmeter, to further restrict the angle of acceptance. 
can be adjusted to known values. Knowledge of the mag- 
netic field, the number of electrons striking the counter and length have been evaluated from studies of the line 
per unit time, and the solid angle through which they shapes obtained from different foil sizes when monoener- 
travel is sufficient information for computing the intensity getic photons of the radioactive materials were incident on 
and energy of the incident X-radiation. the foil. The absolute intensity of the collimated gamma- 

The calculations required for a determination of the ray beam for each source was measured with an ionization 
X-ray energies and intensities apply only to the electrons chamber, and the measured values agreed within 5 per- 
produced in the Compton process. At energies above 2 cent with the values computed from the spectrometer 
MEV, corrections to the measured counting rate must be measurements. 
made to account for the pair-production electrons, which One of the significant factors in the performance of the 
are also ejected from the foil and detected along with the NBS magnetic Compton spectrometer is the small accep- 
Compton electrons. Such a correction can be made at a tance angle of the spectrometer baffle. Because of this 
given magnetic field strength by reversing the field and small angle, the Compton electron energy can be related 
measuring the number of positrons. uniquely to the incident photon energy. Another signifi- 

The X-ray intensities and energies are determined on cant factor concerns the detection sensitivity of the spec- 
the basis of calibration measurements made with the trometer. To achieve a reasonably good counting rate with 
gamma rays from a 10-curie source of Cs!87 (0.661-Mev a small beryllium foil requires relatively high X-ray in- 
gamma rays) and a l-curie source of Na” (1.37 and 2.76  tensities. The resolution of the spectrometer, as determined 
Mev). The effect of electron scattering in the beryllium by the 10-curie cesium source, can be varied from 3 to 30 
foil and the geometry effect introduced by the foil width percent by changing the geometry and the foil size. 
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| Kneeland Godfrey, ¢’55 

SAE The Badger picture for the or- of the American Institute of Steel 

The December meeting of the ganization was taken November 12 Construction, spoke on trade asso- 

Society of Automotive Engineers, together with ASME in order to ciations and recent developments 

held on the 16th, was highlighted reduce overhead and to meet the in the AISC. The members who at- 

by a talk by Mr. J. W. Vollentine November 14 deadline for pictures. tended are: Joe Been, Ed Olson, 

which was entitled “Why Heavy- James M. Karth was elected treas- Elizabeth Jackson, Robert Weigand, 

Duty Oil for Automotive Engines?” urer at the October meeting to re- Dave Hanke, Albert Isberner, and 

Mr. Vollentine is a staff engineer place Bob Traver, who didn’t return Jack Burke. ; 

in the research department at the to school this fall. “Consultant Engineering Prob- 

Caterpillar Tractor Co. He told the lems,” a talk by Mr. Henry Hunt 

reasons why more thorough lubri- of Mead and Hunt Consulting En- 

cation is provided by heavy-duty ASCE gineers, was given at the November 

oils in today’s high performance au- Approximately 40 members of 19th meeting. He related to his lis- 

tomobiles and unfolded the story ASCE on December 10 heard Mr. teners the program engaged in by 
of research that has gone into mod- Herried, the Chief Engineer at the his firm and with this discussion 

ern lubrications and oils. At this Wisconsin Aeronautical Admini- kept all highly interested. Pictures 

meeting an election was held for the stration speak on “Airport Con- were taken for the Badger—as a re- 

purpose of selecting an SAE candi- struction.” He brought a movie ‘of sult attendance was very good, with 

date for the Mechanical Engineers’ projects and complete airports to 60 members and 3 faculty members 

representative to the Engineering illustrate the talk. Election of of- present. 

Exposition to be held April 10, 11, ficers was the main order of busi- 
and 12. ness, and the results are as fol- 

The fourth meeting of the group lows: President, Harvey Elmer; POLYGON 

was held on January 14. The gath- Vice-President, Howard Anderson; Polygon Board is the engineer- 

ering was a combined meeting of Secretary, Fred Culver; Treasurer, ing students’ representative on 

the ASME and SAE. Charles Fischer; Student Exhibits campus. It sponsors the St. Pat’s 
Back in November, SAE got to- Chairman, Isaac Senior; Publicity, Dance and this year for the first 

gether in the Top Flight room in Robert Miller, Ed Zeeb, and Ed time since 1941 is sponsoring an 

the Union to hear Mr. J. W. Col- Garling. Engineering Exposition. The Expo- 

lins from the Milwaukee office of The following meeting featured sition will be held April 10, 11, and 

the Aluminum Company of Ameri- Mr. Adolph Ackerman, who will 12, in the several engineering build- 
ca speak on “Light Metal Applica- speak on a projected dam and pow- ings. The board screened candidates 
tions in the Automotive Industry.” er project in Brazil. The members for co-chairmen and for six other 

He illustrated his talk with samples wish to extend an invitation to all positions to determine the directors 

of Alcoa castings, such as pistons, engineers to attend the meeting, of the event. 

clutch housings, carburetor bodies, which will probably be very interest- Private industry is being invited 

etc. The group also saw a color ing. to show its wares before the student 
movie entitled “The Old Curiosity On November 20, seven members body and the visitors to the Exposi- 

Shop” and in the business meeting of the Society attended the regional tion. Invitations are being sent to 

elected David S. Vinton as Poly- conference of the ASCE. Mr. Wil- from 50-75 companies, which, it is 
gon Board representative. liam Hart, regional representative (please turn to page 46) 
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Using an electron tube developed by RCA, automotive engineers have g | by gi 
erfected an instrument which automatically controls automobile headlights. Pp g! 

° : . ‘e! Out of the stars - a cure for headlight glare! 

When RCA scientists developed an __ vates a system which shifts your headlights 

electron tube so sensitive that it could te low beam—returns them to high when the CONTINUE YOUR EDUCATION 

respond to flickering starlight, astron- oer car has passed. It’s simple. It’s com- Ciidints Plecwiedl Rapmesisr RCA 
. : ‘ ic. if i - i 2 RC. 

omers promptly put it to work in their Pittel'y automatic. And what's most impor Victor—one of the world’s foremost manu- 
dias of th ees tant, it lets you keep your undivided atten- facturers of radio and electronic products 

studies of the Universe. 3 sd —offers you opportunity to gain valuable, 
tion where it belongs ...on driving your car. well-rounded training and experience at 

a ipli ? wade d sal: th tunities for ad- 
. Called a aed Oe ee 8 Development of the multiplier phototube Foe ek Here die eis hve GE thie many 

invention st i eiaaa e TOM a an is another example of how RCA research projects which offer unusual promise: 
instrument which will add to your sa ety “hewalite-you. ROA research asctres you Siier . , Develonment and design | of radio re- 

when driving at night. The multiplier . Celvers Concluding broadeast, Snort wave 
. c performance from any product or service of and FM circuits, television, and phono- 

hototube is now being used in an auto- AR graph combinations ). DHoe Biss ; RCA and RCA Victor. i 
matic control for automobile headlights. Sharan developraeit snd. design of 

% + ‘* and FM broadcast transmitters, R- 
Here’s how it works. RCA’s tube, in a new induction heating, mobile communications 

" z e . See the latest in radio, television, and electronics at equipment, relay systems. 

system, sits behind your windshield where — cA Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49th Street, N. Y. © Design of component parts such as 
*, Kean” + a a iB! TP Pi 

it can “see” approaching headlights. A car Admission is free. Radio Corporation of America, coils, loudspeakers, capacitors, 
comes, and the multiplier phototube acti- RCA Building, Radio City, New York 20, N. Y. © Development and design of new re- 

cording and producing methods. 
© Design of receiving, power, cathode 
ray, gas and photo tubes. 
Write today to College Relations Divi- 

® RAD O C A 7 4 A CA sion, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey. 
i / Also many opportunities for Mechanical IO CORPORATION OF AMERI i OM Erica On EIGALGeA, y 

World leader in radio—first in television 
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e e Takes a lot to lay a carpet in the jungle 

The scene is “darkest Africa”. and farm, brings the fruits of American makes Worthington, 112 yearsold, astrong 
But Africa is lightening. Man’s quest technical genius to the strange places of link in the chain of American business. 

for minerals, for new areas for agriculture the world. Worthington Corporation, formerly 
and trade, is slashing ultra-modern, glar- And illustrates, too, how the unique Worthington Pump and Machinery 
ing-white air strips in once impenetrable American talent of diversification helps Corporation, Harrison, New Jersey. 
jungle. public, employees and stockholders. For oe 

Those pavers, portable air compressors, Worthington makes many things—not is, Am ‘ere - 

pumps and air tools—such as you might —_ just construction equipment and pumps, | #6 WO © ORM OW OPW QP Ow 
see working a city street—are Worthing. but also engines, water works machinery, gO a 
ton Blue Brutes going to “lay a carpet” power transmission, petroleum equipment, — —””—=*B 
in that hole in the jungle. air conditioning and refrigeration, many _ The Sign of Value | 

of equipment for public works, industry Such diversification builds stability... —r—“‘“C ‘CO 

14 

eee maolol DMT Saal. Whee P24 
Wee. —a: eg eee 34] nn a PUN een aes rake oe nr R)Y/ WRC ie a ee ee | te WC IYO «= eer aioe nae ae 
} a oe ee al N it i MM Le he Pagel wat ee ial | tee ! A e ee fe See ey { Sees cae 3 eae z }- AD > oe Lae ae ‘i 2 a _D mame UN: A oa ak 
Good Water and Sanitation—engines Lower-Cost Manufacturing—pumps Petroleum Products—compressors More Abundant Food—compressois pumps + water trdatment - comminutors compressors + steam turbines - motors engines - pumps + chilling equipment fertilizer mixers + air conditioning air compressors + air tools power transmission + air conditioning teltigeration + decoking systems refrigeration +» ‘pumps 
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=f 2 MEET YOURSELF- 
SSS SS = 
=a een 10 YEARS FROM NOW 
Sn 

ae 
SS a ? i . i Sei =z Ever wonder what you'll be like when the class of ’53 holds its 10th 
Sa =r reunion? If you started to work for one of the Bell System telephone 
ws — 2 companies after graduation, we can give you a pretty good idea. 

N = PS POSITION IN THE WORLD: On the way up! A Development Engineer 
aan ee with the Bell Laboratories. Perhaps exploring the application of funda- 

G 4 Se mental new electronic inventions to telephone communications. A 
a, = Transmission Engineer, helping to provide the telephone needs of an 
NS aie entire state. A Supervisor in the Traffic Department, responsible for the 
NY rs speed and quality of local and long distance service in several cities and 
> 3 = for the personnel relations of a large number of employees. In the tele- 

ae —— phone company, jobs such as these are held by relatively young men 
We =— and women. 

= & FUTURE: Unlimited! The Bell System continually progresses and expands 
“ and its personnel grows with it. In the past 25 years, the number of 
SS telephones has almost tripled. In the past 5 years, telephone companies 

have introduced such things as network television transmission, radio- 
telephone service and dialing of Long Distance calls. And the best is 
yet to come. 

FRAME OF MIND: Confident and proud! You'll be satisfied because you 
have a rewarding job... not only in pay and security... but in service. 
You'll be proud of your share in helping provide and develop a telephone 
service vital to the country’s social and economic life. 

Like the picture? For further information see your Placement 
Officer. He will be glad to give you details regarding the opportunities 
for employment in the Bell System. 

or (A) BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM 
Raw 
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Sound -- However, here the media, whether tape or wire, must 

(continued jrom page 23) travel at constant speed, otherwise no true record of the 
actual event can be had. Also, editing could never be done 

Optical recording yields a better high frequency re- if a constant drive were not employed. If the media were 

sponse at a given speed than magnetic recording on film. driven by the reels only, the linear velocity of the tape or 

Another advantage is that no direct contact of the re- wire past the recording head would increase as the take-up 
cording and playback head on the film is necessary and reel became larger due to continuous addition of material. 

hence no wear or clogging can result. The sound track is Attempts to splice a leading portion of a recording into a 

easily duplicated by contact printing. later portion on the same reel or spool would meet with 

However, there are disadvantages to the optical system severe trouble since the speed at that point would be faster 
in light of the new magnetic methods. In order to play than that of the leading few feet of tape or wire. There- 

back the recording, the film has to be developed and fore, capstan drive mechanisms were developed where- 

hence no immediate monitoring of the recorded sound by the tape or wire is drawn between a driving spindle 

track is available. This system is relatively more expensive and an idler roller insuring that every inch of the media 

than magnetic systems. passes the recording head at exactly the same speed. Thus 

The magnetic recording of the audio track has several splicing and editing may be done anywhere on the reel or | 

advantages such as simplicity, immediate monitoring if spool. 

desired, no processing, easily edited, and is economical Magnetic recorders may be classified into two types, 

due to both lower initial cost and the possibility of re- general purpose and special purpose recorders. The gen- 

utilization of the same magnetic track. eral purpose recorders are, for example, those used in 

The main disadvantage of this magnetic system as com- homes, for secretarial work, and any others for use where 

pared to the optical system is the fact that the head con- the frequency range is not critical. Special purpose mag- 

tacts the film with the possibility of wear. While magnetic netic recorders, however, are the more expensive, exacting, 

recording systems may eventually become the method and responsive to a wider range of frequencies than the 

employed for recording sound on films, the optical method other type. Their use is found in telemetering, shock and 

has a slight edge in regard to technical performance. vibration recording, and computer work. Up to the date 

. of this writing, a model with the frequency span of 200 

MAGNETIC RECORDING to 80,000 cps has been produced by The Ampex Electric 

Magnetic systems have broadened the horizons of audio Corporation. Multichannel recording is another feature 

recording and reproduction. Two types of magnetic re- of these special purpose tape recorders wherein several 
corders are prevalent, magnetic wire and magnetic tape. channels or sources of information may be recorded 

Magnetic wire consists of a stainless steel alloy drawn to simultaneously on one strip of tape. A very special ar- 

a diameter of 0.004 to 0.0036 inches. Magnetic tape is the rangement using a multichannel machine has been devised 
other type consisting of a special magnetic powder affixed such that the affect is almost true realism upon playback. 

to a paper or plastic base with a binder. This system will be discussed at greater length later. 
Several comparisons may be made between these two 

types or recorders in regard to various important factors MICROPHONES 
that should be considered whenever an attempt is made The chain of components in the recording and repro- 

to choose between the two. duction of sound has another portion composing the “in- 
Recording and playback speed and frequency response put” link. This portion is the microphone which converts 

are related. Wire recorders have the wire travel at twenty- sound energy into electrical energy. Several types of 

four inches per second while tape uses several different microphones are available and these can be classified into 
speeds, seven and one-half, fifteen, and thirty inches per three main types, the carbon, the crystal, and the dynamic. 

second. The frequency response varies with the speed of Gatbon. microphones; similar to die telephone ears: 

the media, tape or wire, in that the faster the rate of travel mitters, operate on the basis that as the pressure of the 

of the media, the better is the frequency response. Ex- ound waves cause the diaphragm to compress and release 

perimentation has proven that while the response of wite the carbon granules, the resistance decreases and increases 
at 24 ips is slightly better than tape at 7% ips, tape with accordingly, thus allowing more or less current to flow 

speeds of 15, 30, and now even 60 ips, is far superior in through the circuit. The carbon mike is quite rugged and 
regard to frequency response. has a high output level. 

The life expectancy of wire systems is longer than that Crystal microphones use Rochelle salt crystals in the 
for tape because tape is much more dependent upon the . 
aatave af the Wage matetial. form of two slabs. These slabs, then, respond to a bending 

Along the same reasoning, atmospheric effects will tend °"*°°* The outputsol this)tyBe oh microphone casi be fed ig the: 8 Pp. . ° . : . 

to bother tape more than wire due to the nature of the dirsatly intorthe: grid of an amplifier tube, One: main sob: 
plastie: bage mavecial. jection to the use of the crystal microphone is its tempera- 

. . . . . ture limitation. Operation is ceased above 130 degrees 
Drive techniques in both wire and tape systems are 1m- Fahrenheit due to the softening of the crystals. 

portant much as in the lateral disc recording systems. (please turn to page 44) 
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M \ chemi d coal! en, | j C emisiry, and Coat. 

Science has found a new way to get valuable chemicals from coal 

Science has at last found a practical way to convert coal into What’s more, it will provide a host of chemicals that may 
the host of valuable chemicals that nature locked into it. become the basis of many new products. 

The people of Union Carbide have developed a way to A UCC ACHIEVEMENT-— With the first coal-to-chemicals 
bring coal and pydrogen oe together onder caretully con: plant of its kind in operation, the people of Union Carbide 

trolled heat:and pressure: Jn minutes, Uiis tevolulionary are now well on the way to making abundant coal a source 
process—called coal hydrogenation—converts the coal into . . 

. ee arg of chemicals important to us all. 
a mixture of gases and liquids that are rich in useful 

chemicals. STUDENTS and STUDENT ADVISERS S&S 
‘ Learn more about the many fields in which Union SS 

A WEALTH OF RAW MATERIALS— Among them are hith- Carbide offers career opportunities. Write for the Kae 

erto scarce, and even completely new, chemicals. Some are i ee sc netivities of UCC in the SRY 
raw materials for plastics and synthetic rubber, or are vital fields of Autoys, Canons, CHEMICALS, Gases, and RS 
to medicine and vitamins. Some are valuable in rocket pro- Puapricnid ek for booktetd-t: 
pulsion. Others are necessary in insecticides, surface coat- 
ings, and many other important uses. \ C 

A NEW SOURCE OF SUPPLY — Today, Union Carbide’s N I O N A R B I D E 

coal-hydrogenation process promises steady and vastly in- AND CARBON CORPORATION 

creased production of chemicals for these needed materials. 30 EAST 42ND stREET [i NEW yorRK 17,N. ¥. 

————_ UCC’s Trade-marked Products of Alloys, Carbons, Chemicals, Gases, and Plastics include —————— 

SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS * BAKELITE, KRENE, and VINYLITE Plastics * LINDE Oxygen * DYNEL TEXTILE FIBERS 

ELECTROMET Alloys and Metals * HAYNES STELLITE Alloys * PREST-O-LITE Acetylene * PYROFAX Gas 

EveEREADY Flashlights and Batteries * NATIONAL Carbons * ACHESON Electrodes * PRESTONE and TREK Anti-Freezes 
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Pumped Hydro-Electric - - a a © 
(continued from page 19) ee an ‘ ry '@.\ ‘ ‘ 

The pump turbine consists of a single runner hydraulic y - : . wa Ri ae 

unit connected to a single motor/generating unit. It is ss as m ¥ oe N ; ot. 

designed to operate as a centrifugal pump rotating in one a i: = . om | AN re i ya 

direction for pumping water from a lower pond or suction one . i: A aa | | a “ ? “F " =~ 

pool to an upper pond or storage pool and then operating es 2 mh j - ; a 4 ‘s 

as a hydraulic turbine rotating in the opposite direction [<7 7 s | Ts » a 
i h red er under the head between the two | a3” Eat rT ee ; using the stored wat - , fateh ~ 

pools and converting it into hydro-electric power. The (08 7% Tt. Ga me A \: 
¥ . eee of : ee i 

generator used for generating power is also used as a ga 5 c Ue 

motor for pumping. a Pe - a’ A. 
poe +s ST 

geese RFS HBR : 
tf | MeO i : 95 View of model test reversible turbine from draft tube side. 

iL psp pes taneh sc bis hencheed eae G0 Prototype rating 370 cfs, 240 ft hd, 300 rmp as a pump; 12,000 ae 
Pe Fat ey | | | hp, 290 ft hd, 257 rpm as a turbine, for U. S. Bureau of Reclama- 

7000 fl poo} “ee (tgp = tion Flatiron Power and Pumping Plant. 
ecco | | [ey Es — || eo 20 
wo bb et eS ei 

ser. ait . 
ee ye | pot NG ] eis where water is plentiful and the bluffs are naturally 

13000 wate Pt ct a BOS ‘ a : ee Pi! tyr Pe B moles adapted for reservoirs. The only limiting factor of ca- | v2 ea +9 
eel i < + be e acity for the pumped storage unit is the amount of v000 8/ LS ie at ter esse pacity! pump g 

, ov . Net egg rd 8 oflo pumping water that is available. 
2000 $f . & @ [eos a fy Flexibility of the pumped storage unit makes it possible 
00 § faatnd at . LS! —|. 200° 40 to be located near the load center whereas, the cost of 

1000 Mcallen SP ped — 35 construction of a conventional hydro-plant would be eco- 
PERFORMANCE QUAVES FOR NY “&%, . 

| e000 se MG on Pgh 30 nomically unsound. vi | soon 800 GFE Be at 300 Be Yel 2s Flatiron Is First U.S. Reversible Pump Turbine 
2000 120938" G00 ET S00 PM ~ RG} —}——. 20 The first large reversible pump turbine unit to be used 
3000 RR Ea aObens eee a ie in the United States is now being built at Allis-Chalmers. 

NLWAUREE, WIS. 12-11-50 : oe : ‘ ‘ eco GBS DLS CPr-n-cet e This unit will be installed in the Flatiron Power and 
me g 8 8 eg 8 aR ae aa: Pumping Plant of the Bureau of Reclamation, Colorado 

* . * . . Big Thompson Project. In this power and irrigation proj- 
Performance curves for pumping and turbine operation ect, water is pumped from the headwaters of the Colo- 

for a reversible turbine rated 390 cubic feet per second , 24 River on the west side of the Continental Divide and 
at 285 ft. head, or 13,950 hp at 300 ft. head are shown flows through a tunnel to the east slope where a series of 
in Figure 4. Due to the inherent design of the runner, hydro power plants utilize the 2,800 foot available head. 
the generator/motor and turbine can be designed to op- The reversible pump turbine will be used primarily for 

erate safely at 75 percent overspeed. This gives an ample irrigation and will pump water from the tail race of the 

margin over the maximum overspeed expected and results Flatiron power plant into the project’s Carter Lake reser- 
in a saving as compared to the convention hydro-gener- | oi, During periods when the pump turbine is not used 

ator that is usually designed for 100 percent overspeed. for irrigation, it will operate as a turbine and supply peak- 
Model tests of a reversible pump turbine being built by ing power to the electrical system in northern Colorado, 

Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company for the United Wyoming and Western Nebraska. 

States Bureau of Reclamation’s Flatiron power and pump- The reversible pump turbine is rated to pump 370 cubic 

ing plant on the Colorado Big Thompson project have feet of water per second at 240 ft. dynamic head and will 

been completed. The pump turbine model, figure 5, has be used over a range of head from 170 to 300 feet. When 
shown creditable efficiencies as a pump and turbine. High- operated as a turbine, it will generate about 12,000 horse- 
er efficiencies are expected in the prototype under actual power at 290 ft. head and will operate over a range of 

operating conditions. . . . head from 290 down to 140 feet. 

. Need Varies With Location The unit is unique in that it will operate at 300 rpm 
The site can be located on or near any stream where when pumping and 257 rpm when generating power and 

sufficient head can be developed and have enough flow will have a motor to drive the pump which will also serve 
to make up evaporation and leakage losses due to op- ,, 4 synchronous generator. It is scheduled to be placed 
eration. The power plant can be constructed across the i, operation in 1953. 
stream or parallel to the stream and the reservoir can be The Flatiron power and pumping plant is situated in 

formed by a dam across the stream or by excavating the the foothills of the Rocky Mountains about 11 miles 
earth on top of some bluff. Pumped storage is ideal for southwest of Loveland, Colorado. 

power plants located along the shore of a large lake (please turn to page 42) 
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Like to Yoiu Them? e 
@ Year after year, Square D looks to the schools thorough training. Square D is big enough to 

indicated above for electrical, mechanical, gen- be a leader in its field... but not too big to give 

eral and industrial engineers. We need a lot of individual direction to its men. And of real 

such talent in our job of designing, producing importance—you'll be entering a field which 

and distributing a broad range of electrical is basically sound and constantly expanding. 

equipment. Worth thinking about, isn’t it? 

If you are looking for a future with real oo ee ee eee ee ee 

opportunities for growth and advancement, _ - EE Q 

Square D has much to offer. You'll get sound, ; Square D Company, Dept. SA ee 
So 6060 Rivard Street, Detroit 11, Michigan = : 

C I'd like a copy of 
M A IL T H E c Oo U P oO N > | Square D's ‘“\Get-Acquainted” brochure. : 

We'd like to send you = Name gH 

a 16-page “get-acquainted” brochure. 6 School Class 

It tells a lot about Square D, | Address 
its products, services, eh City. Fyne Bini oe 

markets and opportunities. . a 
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tantly coming in—that’s a black mark for the boss. w t ° a Boss -- a. 
Ho o Ch ose SS Makes no difference whether the exodus is due to firings 

(continued from page 27) or quittings. 

5. Is the appearance of his establishment satisfactory? A high turnover may mean that the boss is careless 
Take a look around and decide whether this is the kind about selecting, placing and training employes. It almost 

of place you want to work in. Look to see whether the certainly means that employee morale is shabby. 

equipment is reasonably up to date and efficiently utilized. So pick the employer with a low turnover rate. He hires 
Look to see whether work rooms are clean and at least people he is pretty sure he wants; and once hired, they 

halfway attractive—places where some effort has been stick by him. 

made to put employes in surroundings that encourage good 9. At your interview was he punctual and poised? 
work habits. Is it a place that looks cared for with pride . 

~ 5 Make a few allowances because bosses are sometimes 
| or is it run down or neglected? b le wh tal trol thei ime. But 

6. Is he thinking of your future? usy oe e who can’t always control their own time. Bu 

: . in general: 
This job that he is di i i 5 

ie de Eee ee aliscusatiig is be i sisitel Bik wt Beware of the man who keeps a 2:30 appointment at 
may lead somewhere. Which it will be depends largely on 3:20, who is harassed and hurried, distracted by con 

: . :20, who is harass . 
you, of course, but the boss is a factor to reckon with, : : me ® 
too. Keep an ear cocked to see whether opportunities for seant Eeccuryytiony,, macelbectent mitts seat 
advancement are mentioned. If he’s a smart boss, he’ll see Pick the one who greets you approximately on time and 

to it that you know of them. Then check up on these proceeds to a calm, efficient, well-conducted interview. 

points: Why? Because a good boss is on top of his job, not un- 

First, will you be put through some kind of training der it. Chances are that your harried and hurried prospect 

program? If so, a point in his favor. He is interested isn’t as good as he should be at planning and organizing. 
enough in you to equip you to do a good job, and he Chances are that he doesn’t know how to delegate respon- 

probably considers you a permanent acquisition. sibility properly and is bogged down in too much detail. 
Second, where does he get his supervisors and high Perhaps he hasn’t got that all-important knack of keep- 

brass? If they’ve come up from the ranks, good. You'll ing cool and collected during heavy going. Perhaps he 

have a chance to do the same. But worth-while employes just isn’t suited, by temperament and personality, for a 

don’t stick around very long with an outfit that always boss’s job and hence has difficulty keeping up with it. 

imports the high-priced talent from outside. You'll be safest with the man who seems to have an ex- 

7. Is he a clock watcher? ecutive talent for keeping things running smoothly and 

You can expect any boss to require you to start, eat without strain. 

lunch, and quit at fixed times. But find out just how per- 10. Will he pay you what you are worth? 

snickety he’s going to be about it. Well-almost as much as you’re worth, anyway. 

Will it take an act of Congress to get you out of the Pay isn’t the most important consideration in the world. 

office long enough to catch that all-important once-a-year Pick your boss by his wage scales alone and you may be 

department store sale? Will it cost you an hour’s pay to disappointed. But it is far from being the least consider- 

have a flat tire on the way to work in the morning? Will ation, either. 

i yo to the water cooler produce a frown and a First of all, a good rule of thumb is to pick the man 
arumpht who pays approximately the going rates for various job 

Then turn him down. Don’t expect to find a boss who classifications, and explains how pay is determined. Be > P. pay 

will let you do as you please or wink at frequent rule in- suspicious of the one who offers too much—at least until 
fractions. But do look for one who tempers his time clock you find out why he’s so free with his cash. Spare yourself 

with common sense. the character who grimaces with pain at the mere mention 
A petty point? Nope. Look it up in the personnel 4¢ money and lectures you on how he was happy to get 

books under M for morale. A good boss knows the value $4 for a 75-hour week when he was starting out. During 

of morale. oo, Grover Cleveland’s second administration, it was. 

An institution is the lengthened shadow of te ev In the second place, try to find a boss who has estab- 
—Eme ‘ 

3 meso! lished machinery for keeping track of how much you are 

8. Does he have a stable employment record? worth after you go to work for him, and for adjusting 
He'll be scanning your employment record, to see pay accordingly. In other words, look for the man with 

whether you’ve had too many employers in too short a some kind of formal or informal merit-rating system. He, 

period of time. Now you take a look at his employment too, is out to identify and reward the better-than-average 

record—to see whether he has had too many new em- employee. 

ployes in too short a period. . Skip the boss who passes out raises and promotions on 

The turnover rate is the technical name for what you the basis of guess, impulse and office politics. He’s out of 
are investigating. If it is high—if a large number of em- style and doesn’t know it. 

ployes are always leaving and a large number of new ones (please torn to page 56) 
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ise. el eS metal. This product by 
e e e ee Fe Sy CARBORUNDUM is effective 
is going with ‘a , in producing the clean cast- 
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ROCKET EXHAUST LINERS are among the developments sion and high temperature produced at the rocket nozzle. Super 
by CARBORUNDUM that take over where ordinary materials are in- Refractories have been developed by CARBORUNDUM to increase 
adequate to the task. Produced from ‘man-made minerals,” this output and reduce operating costs where high temperatures, re- 
super refractory product is highly resistant to the extremes of abra- _ sistance to abrasion, corrosion or erosion are important factors. 

Made by the Refractories Division 
oe. <POWDER METALLURGY is a field of inter- a 

a esting new developments. These gears are produced mn 
Ls if by sintering powdered metal in furnaces equipped a 

Ye with GLOBAR silicon carbide electric heating elements. c 
\ a Having extremely high electrical resistance and no P 

——— known melting point, the heating elements make it 
. i ossible to attain high heats under accurate control. \ 2 P 8 

% ms Made by the GLOBAR Division mel 
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Searing flame and erosive gases make must emerge from the oven with _ has since become familiar the world over 
life incredibly short for uncooled rocket tolerances of which a machinist might in products by CARBORUNDUM. 
blast tubes. be proud. Your own concern with “problems 

Problem without precedent: how to Problems without precedent ate the without precedent” is the reason why 
protect the tubes without using costly kind we like. In fact our business was we bring you this message here. 
alloys. Experiment, testing and imagi- born with the invention of a material Whether you are a potential customer of 
native thinking resulted ina solution by without precedent, the first “man-made CARBORUNDUM ora potential member of 
CARBORUNDUM— molded super tefrac- mineral.” This was silicon carbide, a our great engineering staff, we welcome 
tory liners. Molded, then baked, they product -of the electric furnace, which your interest—and your inquiries. 
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TRADE MARK "man-made minerals’? 

THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY, NIAGARA FALLS, NJ Y¥, 
Products by CARBORUNDUM include Grinding and Cutting-Off Wheels, Discs and Sticks... Coated Abrasive Sheets and Belts... Waterproof Abrasive Paper 
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oe, ee a 
= == YON 
=, “AANA te Reynolds new aluminum re 

ee ~~‘ Se “hy, 2 uction plant near Corpus 
SS _ Jy ~ & i, “~ Christi, Texas — capacity Se S.C RM SA SA 160,000,000 pounds a year. 
a ee / 

<< Ce as A. 
SS ewe yy 7 Bee i /= 

=== == _ =f fae ay 
a Lf 6 SS 

2 SSS SS Err a SSS - A World of i 27,7’, eaaazzz= 

= << ee =. SEER EE = — ———— 
. Wie = 

Expanding +. 9 -==- 
oe te) 7 ee 
EFS oe SNe. 

e i srg TR 

Opportunity: = 
eee ee 

, _. hy ee 
In a land noted for rapid expansion keting operations promising careers My ‘trae ae 
of free industrial enterprise, few exist for graduates in virtually any al je ca ) : 
companies have matched the swift phase of engineering. pee ool iy 

and continuing growth of the On-the-job training is the oie 1e a 

Reynolds Metals Company. Now op- Reynolds policy—after preliminary a MM 
erating 27 plants in 13 states, and orientation which may include basic Tapping one of huge battery of 
still expanding, Reynolds offers the experience in production plants for electrolytic cells 

ambitious engineering graduate a sales personnel, and sales office work ee : 
world of opportunity. for technical trainees. Liberal insur- umn tes a | 

Reynolds operations include baux- ance, hospitalization and retirement ‘ we 7 ae ee 
ite mining in domestic and foreign programs are maintained, n ie tose PH 

Jocations...chemical and electrolytic For important background infor- il es: 
processing to produce aluminum pig mation on “your future in Alumi- ie il 

..-Sheet rolling...drawing and ex- num,” mail the coupon. If you are me” oe 
trusion of mill and structural shapes definitely interested now, write direct Se” ee ee 
...foil rolling and printing...pow- tg General Employment Manager, be ae y, 
der and paste production... finished Reynolds Metals Company, 3rd and Cais r = 
parts and products fabrication. In Grace Streets, Richmond 19, Va. Sheet rolling—reverse hot mill in 
these and in the allied sales and mar- > operation 

UCN eae ooo 
fOr POUNDS | I 
boo ae | Reynolds Metals Company, Employment Dept. | 
be He te A ; j Richmond 19, Virginia L | 
Lee ed | | __ Please send me, FREE, your 96-page booklet, “The ABC's of Aluminum"; 5 
: EEC meee aay | also the 44-page book, “Reynolds Aluminum... and the Company that | 
\ wen makes it." 
‘ foci ei | | I 
| epoca EH | Name 
peel | | 
be | Address 
Reynold: ding production — histori chapter in 33 yeors of continuing growth. L——————— 
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ee 
Sound = (continued from page 36) Superfinish == 

Dynamic microphones are moving coil instruments used (continued from page 25) 

where good frequency response, case of handling, and 5 
good ©! cy P 2 c . dling, to render the surface plastic, when the peaks of the 

ruggedness are important. Essentially these mikes are pres- ; 5 . é 
. roughing grinder ridges may actually be flowed into 

sure microphones. . 
. . . the valleys. Steel mill rolls, for example, have very 

Following the trend of the times, the present micro- . . a. 
: - . often been found subject to this condition. 

phones have become attractively streamlined objects, no 4 : ao 
. a ae 4. The torn condition of surface due to the inefficient 

longer resembling a “pie-plate on a stick”. 5 5 bas ms 
. . . cutting angles of grits, which is called fragmenta- 

The placement of microphones is an important factor + gy re . a 
5. iit a : 5 tion” and “splintering”. 

to keep in mind in connection with the use of sound sys- 

tems, especially so when attempting to use an audio system In contrast to the “superfinishing” process of cold roll- 
to its extreme capabilities and still have quality reproduc- ing steel, objects are not Superfinished for appearance as 

tion. A microphone may be non-directional, hence used much as for reduction of wear and efficient operation of 

for all group pickup, or it may be bi-directional, picking machinery. While the lustre and shine of cold rolled 

up sounds from both the front and the rear, or the micro- steel appliances are apparent in everyday use the smooth 

phones may be uni-directional and thus used for stage finish of the Superfinished bearings and pistons do not go 

and auditorium operation. Recently television has created unnoticed by the engineer who realizes the importance of 

new demands on microphone development such that a longer machine life and more efficient operation. 

microphone might not be objectional in appearance in weds os : wii . 
B 8 J PP Superfinish is an abrasive process which is used in the 

front of the camera. The result of research and develop- as : : 
i ye: te ; surface refinement of cylindrical, flat, spherical, conical, 

ment was the “Starmaker” microphone which is a slim, 2.4, ‘ 
: : . . and tapered parts. In Superfinishing a considerable area 

easily concealed, light-weight microphone. ; fg 
. contact is used. For example, it is usual to employ a stone 

Present development trends are toward microphones . . . c : 
‘ . . . for cylindrical work that is 60 to 75 % of the part diameter 

that are more highly directional and as such will allow . : 
I scle d sally ; teeisi tl in width and often the same length of the surface to be 
onger range pickup and, especially in television, allow : 5 ‘ 

g ge Pp P , P y , pe finished. With such a large area of contact, the imperfec- 
greater freedom of camera action. The objective of micro- de 

. -. tions of grinding, such as chatter and feed marks, are 
phone design has always been to meet the conditions es- " ; 

: completely removed, along with metallurgical defects, 
tablished by usage. ee ‘. ” 

such as “burning”. 

NY : : i 
(“% : ) Instead of employing abrasive speeds exceeding 6000 

Bb i ; “ feet per minute, as in the case of grinding, 80 feet per 

Se ; minute, is seldom exceeded in Superfinishing. Also posi- 

FA 4 tive pressure is not used; the abrasive is held in contact 

il with the work under flexible pressure of 10 to 40 pounds 

per square inch of area. The usual work speed is 50 to 60 

A feet per minute accompanied by a flood of low viscosity 

to liquid. Under these conditions there is no appreciable 

production of heat to alter the metallurgy, nor of violence 

£ to disturb and fragment the crystaline structure of the 

metal surface. 

| A unique feature of Superfinish, is the fact that it will 

] remove the roughness of a ground surface, produce any 

i reasonably selected smoothness, then automatically cease 

jt removing metal. Thus, if it is desired to produce the & P 4 z ; 
. fi smoothest kind of surface there is an automatic cycle of 

i rapid stock removal, followed by a progressive produc- 

; tion of reflectivity. Application of the stone to another 

5 rough part will repeat the cycle. 

The abrasive is either a bonded stick for cylindrical or 

Pictured are five different RCA microphones showing design conical shapes or a bonded cup wheel for spherical or 
progress from 1938 to 1952. Top Row—Left: 1938, the RCA 77-C_ flat work. The stone is somewhat softer than the wheels 
universal (ribbon type) microphone, a predecessor of the famous . af o 
“77-D”; center: 1944, the popular RCA 77-D ribbon type, which Sed in grinding. As the operation proceeds the stone is 
may be used as a bi-directional, non-directional or uni-directional worn to the average radius of the part. This feature is not 
microphone; right: 1948, the RCA KB-2C “Bantam” velocity . she : 
microphone, designed for studio or remote use. Bottom Row found in any other form of surface finishing and is the 
Left: 1950, the RCA KB-4A Starmaker’’ microphone, a ribbon- most valuable one concerned. With Superfinish the sur- 
Pressure type, designed especially for television use; right: 1952. é ss 3 
the latest RCA microphone to be introduced is the BK-1A pres. face has none of the irregularities of the ground finish, as 
sure type, successor to the “88-A”. (please turn to page 56) 
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Let’s keep the record straight 

There has been too much loose talk about prices, By the use of more efficient machines, indus- 
wages, dividends, taxes. Let’s see. try has been able to increase wages twice as 
Compare 1939 (the last normal year before much as prices have risen, and has increased divi- 

the war) to 1951 (the last year for which there dends to its millions of owners. If you don’t 
are figures). feel that much better off, put the blame where 

Prices have gone up 86% it belongs... on taxes. Authorities say 10 

Weekly earnings of billion dollars could be cut out of those taxes 
production workers up 172% without affecting government safety or service 

Dividends of corporations up 148% 4 particle. 

Federal Taxes up 843% Remember the figures. Just for the record. & 

Pr. “Ae 

Lo i’ (Coyig =| | _ 

SWASEY 
(TILT 

Machine Tools 

eel Sources: Tax Foundation; U. S. Department of 
achinery Labor; Annual Report of the Secretary of the 

Treasury and The Budget for the Fiscal Year, 1953. 

YOU CAN MACHINE IT BETTER, FASTER, FOR LESS WITH WARNER & SWASEY TURRET LATHES, AUTOMATICS, AND TAPPING MACHINES 
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Campus - - champion. Since buttons are being bornly resists any effort to change 

sold in connection with the exposi- its direction of motion. As a result, 

(continued from page 32) tion this year, there will be none former gyros were sensitive only to 

hoped, will prepare displays to rep- for the St. Pat’s Dance. changes in angle of the plane, 

vesent their pecans The ME alc Bach: socieey will be: expected to — the new cease Sees 

ing, with its large central floor sell as many tickets for the dance with ‘rate’ gyros tesponds to the 

space, where advanced work on wind ibl ‘ “8 rate at which such changes take 
? @ we as possible, since it is the only 1 

soe and nelstgrnation 4 oad Pe source of revenue from the dance. pisces 

ing Gone, 1S going aL © ss fe ° The method of picking the beard Virtual finger-tip control, con- 

Shine leet to ma ai) a ‘eben contest winner is still unsettled, for sisting of a single control knob, is 

ie Foca ISplays; as: With: Ene LORY there are several contradicting provided by the flight controller of 

ir Foun necessary. . . viewpoints. Dave Vinton, a Sopho- the autopilot. For normal flying, 
The profits will be divided up in : = ; . 

“wp” more ME, is general chairman of the the autopilot is arranged for com- 
the following manner: One-third is . . . 

dance. pletely coordinated flight. To climb, 

to bei kept by Palygon te bay Jot the pilot simply pulls the knob back 
trophies to be awarded to individual At the December 9th meeting, sacl dhs la PY by ae a consent 

5 ne climbs at a s 
exhibits and another third will be Polygon elected the following offi- F : 

. 5 f h d ee: Peesi- rate, regardless of external condi- 

eplit wip ameig ite Seven ekgmiee ee et toatl. eras * tions. To turn, he rotates the knob 
ing societies after each has put a dent, Allen Schmidley, EE4; Secre- ther Hales 7 fe th ek wen 

ei r le e rate o 
minimum amount of work into the tary, Bob Hanke, CE 4; Treasurer, de oa, th > 8 th Ge b 

. n the amount the 
exposition. The remaining third will John Frenck, M&Met. 4. 5 Pe eo “ ° 

. . . z is turned, and the correct bank an- 
be given on a merit basis to the five . : 

: . gle being automatically set. 
engineering schools, the school put- 

ting in the most time above the min- For combat tactics, the pilot 

imum receiving the largest share. switches the autopilot to a stage of 

At press time it had not been de- complete maneuverability. The con- 
cided how much work will consti- .trol reacts to the pilot’s signal in 

tute a minimum, but at any rate it cms less than one-fifteenth of a second. 

will be considerable, so each man es At the high speed of modern planes, 

in the societies will be needed to considerable force is required to 

complete his group’s work. Polygon move control surfaces such as ele- 

plans to lend money to any society vators, ailerons, and rudder. To aid 

which needs it in order to complete the pilot in manual flight, hydraulic 

its display, so the societies have no controls multiply the pilot’s effort 

reason to hold back for lack of some 15 times and convey it to the 

funds. / : Science == control sufaces. 
A Button Contest in connection 

with the exposition is to be held, (continued from page 28) The autopilot works through this 

with prizes being awarded for the same system in automatically pilot- 

first, second, and third choices. AUTOPILOT ON NEW JETS ing the aircraft. Te is tied into the 

Chairman Richard Potts, EE 4, can . Lo, . plane’s radar and instrument land- 

offer assistance to those needing it . The first automatic pilot with un- ing system, helping it to track en- 

in selection of a subject. The theme limited maneuverability is installed emy targets automatically and to 

desired is something on scientific in the new F-94C Starfire jet war- land in bad weather. 
: plane that the Lockheed Aircraft 

lines such as a rocket to the moon cas 3 - 
. Corporation announced recently. It The autopilot is suitable not only 

or any other clearly depictable , oe . 
: : Be hcl was developed by the Westinghouse for military aircraft, but also for 
idea. Anyone interested is invited * 

. Electric Corporation in cooperation large and small commercial planes. 
to compete in the contest. . ; . ; ‘ Ll 5 I 

; ; be held with the Air Material Command’s Radio-controlled, it can also serve 

The St. Pat's Dance As) PO Re bs tl Armament Laboratory, Control to direct the flight of guided mis- 

March 14th following a basketba Equipment Branch. siles and pilotless aircraft. , : i quip: Pp! 
game the night before. Again this 

year Polygon will conduct a con- These gyroscopes, spinning at The F-94C jet plane, now being 

test to determine the best and big- 12,000 rpm, follow the plane’s move- produced by Lockheed for the U. S. 

gest beard on the engineering cam- ments during all maneuvers without Air Force, has a top speed of “more 

pus. Challengers from the several any possibility of tumbling. They than 600 miles per hour,” and is the 

engineering schools will vie for hon- differ in this respect from the or- first U.S. fighting plane ever to 

ors to succeed Charles Yderstad, a dinary ‘position’ gyro that is not have all-rocket armament. It carries 

Civil Engineer, who was last year’s locked to the plane and hence stub- 24 2.75-inch rockets. 
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THE WORLD'S FIRST fluid hydroformer went into operation event in the history of civilian and military fuels. It 
in November at Destrehan, Louisiana — an important produces high-octane aviation gasoline blending stock. 

A Marriage of Engineering Techni 
ENGINEERING INGENUITY has been, and will octane aromatics. Has always employed 

be, a key to American industrial progress. catalyst in fixed beds. 

In the P peice ean Sep snug It wasn’t easy to combine these two proc- 
samy F ‘ aL eon y a 1 : See mar esses, with their widely different histories. But 

riage Of two already successtul techniques. eventually petroleum chemists and engineers 
Issue of this union isa rewarding off-spring perfected fluid hydroforming, a new process 

—the fluid hydroforming process. with the advantages of both its ancestors. It 
Fluid hydroforming’s genealogy stems from produces large yields of high-octane gasoline. 

two Phooweeee Wa long-established success Since Standard Oil helped pioneer the two 

An re R NET ySuse: parent techniques, it is fitting that a company 

FLUID CATALYSIS—First applied to subsidiary, the Pan-Am Southern Corpora- 
catalytic cracking. The uniform bed tem- tion, should be the first to put the combined 
perature inherent in the fluidized-solids method to commercial use. 

ieee acces ari of just the Fluid hydroforming is another example of 
right reaction conditions. the many opportunities for the company’s re- 

YDROFORMING — Use o upgrade search ani evelopment sta Oa er H G—Used t grad h and devel t staff to apply thei 
virgin naphtha by converting naphthenes technical training—and to gain a sense of real 
and other low-octane materials into high- accomplishment from their work. 

Standard Oil Company dinin 
910 South Michigan Avenue (st a ARD ) 

Chicago 80, Illinois 5 
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Sound _. power loss, possibly total power loss due to the high im- 
vewntineell Jeon paged pedance, if transformers were not used. Matching trans- 

. formers serve to reduce power loss to a minimum attain- 

THE AMPLIFIER able. Several precautions should be observed when using 

The main link in the chain of audio recording and repro- transformer matching. The power rating of the matching 

duction is the amplifier. While there are several compo- transformers must be adequate for the power consumed 

nents in the sound system, the amplifier is the most im- by its associated speaker load. Along the line of proper 

portant. The function of the amplifier is to build up the matching, a transformer secondary winding must be termi- 

electrical energy received from the input, microphone, nated by an equivalent speaker load. 
I e : : : 

phonograph, or other source. Many types of speakers exist for various and special 

So many types of amplifiers exist, whether voltage purposes. Trumpet speakers serve to direct the sound. 

amplifiers—to boost the voltage, or power amplifiers—to Radial projector speakers radiate the sound over 360 de- 
sufficiently increase the power of the input signal in order grees. Cone speakers are the general purpose radio, phono- 

to operate a loudspeaker, that it would be a textbook in graph, television, and sound system audio reproducers, 

itself to try to analyze the amplifier in this rather birdseye generally. Dual purpose speakers are units consisting of 

view of the whole recording and reproduction industry. two speakers, each one designed to carry only its range of 

One main precaution should be kept in mind when as- frequencies for which it is most faithful and efficient. 
li ; : . : : 

sembling one such high fidelity recording of reproducing The housing of lowdspeskers is an imporeant ieom. when 

system; the frequency range of the amplifier should be considering: quality and powét of vepeedudtion. Baffles 

sufficient to cover the needs of its particular applications. ea ‘ Y E 7 : > 
or speaker housings, are necessary for good frequency 

However, while the amplifier is the main link of the response and serve as sounding boards for the various 

chain or components of the audio system, it has to be sound waves. Placement of speakers is equally as important 

supported by the remaining link. as that of microphones. 

BEEARERS STEREOPHONIC SOUND 
The last link or component in the recording and repro- . . . 

duction of sound is the loudspeaker which converts the , The ideal amplification system would be one sich that 
electrical energy back: into sound waves its existence would be unnoticed by anyone when in opera- 

Beloxe this cleacical, energy from the amplifier wa tion. A close approximation to this ideal has been achieved 

se by a process called stereophonic sound. The proof of a 
appear as sound waves eminating from the speaker, some . . . 

means of connection must be employed. Transmission good reproduction system is measured by the amount of « ” : 
lines and transformers serve to relay the sound to the final te coset ie felt ies ore a of ° seconded event. 

component load. Low impedance lines (low resistance to a a te RECOR ane, OF Bb: OFENCettS piey ne: 
the flow of energy) may be used directly to connect the large auditorium will illustrate the process. If upon play- 

. . ; ; back of that recorded event, one can feel that he is actually 
speakers to the amplifier. However, for longer lines, where . : . 
high vesisrancerce thevflow of energy isencouncered cans. a member of that audience stated in that auditorium, then, 

s > : . : 
formers are used. Long lines would create appreciable true realism has been effectively achieved. 

(please turn to page 52) 

- ————— —__ a — 

1] : 
| EVANS || Grimm Book Bind | | | rimim BOOK bindery 

Now prepared to serve you | 
| 

| 

better than ever! | | 
_ a | NOW is the time 

| 

Two Stores | to have your 

is Notes bound— TELEVISION SALES & SERVICE | Thesis Not 
4233 W. Belt Line Dial 3-2651 See Us! 

RADIO SALES & SERVICE 
| 720 University Ave. Dial 5-7294 —_—— 

| ° 
454 W. Gilman Street | 

"Radio and Television Is Our Business — | 
| Not A Side Line” Phone 6-2357 | 
| | | ee _ 
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aw ated \OUR BEARING NOTEBOOK 

ee Makes short work 

os : | : os oe : 4 oS oS ee | Motorized log-loaders speed their way over rough 

Ce ee terrain to get to a cutting site. Once there, they load 
OR | fe - oe ae: cut timber in a hurry, then head for the next place 

S992 Fo — io) beret they’re needed. To keep them on the go without costly 
ace ee | : y a interruptions, designers specify Timken® tapered 

— aoe. UC Rees roller bearings in the wheels, cone rollers, swing 
Ee a i | : ee 2 > —- drums, steering pivot and other vital moving parts. 
: : oF Ze oe Sg eee Timken bearings have extra load-carrying capacity. 

a . 3 ‘ ee oe They prevent wear, reduce maintenance. Assure con- 
a 2. oa 4. tinuous, trouble-free operation. 

How to mount log-loader cone NFS 
® ° MWe Be 

rollers on TIMKEN bearings 
This special roller bearing assembly has two single-row 
extended bearing cones mounted directly into the roller. 
The outer race of the bearing is actually the roller itself 
with the tapers ground to the proper angle for the bear- df 
ing cone and roller assemblies. Closures are pressed Ws LZ) 

into each end of the roller with running clearance at Nu {ig 

the extended cone rib. N SS 

WW WF | \\ 

ro Want to learn more 
/ DO eesti ha = (= about bearings? 

/ | — 4 i Some of the engineering problems you'll face after 
Le ij | —_ graduation will involve bearing applications. If you’d 

TeAeCAdRMaiarark OOIE E I | like to learn more about this phase of engineering, 

‘ Nog e’ll be glad to help. Clip thi for f 
TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS \. wa\ LYS 0, —— reference,and f on. afi oe co 7 Bile e70 ps ace 

‘ ts ya , Information Manual on Timken bearings, write 

rT Se, o> today to The Timken Roller Bearing Company, 
2 Canton 6, Ohio. Cable address: ‘*TIMROSCO”. 

NOT JUST A BALL © NOT JUST A ROLLER ©> THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER c> 
f BEARING TAKES RADIAL @) AND THRUST ~®©~ LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION 
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Pumped Hydro-Electric - - . re 
1. “Pumped Storage for Hydro-Electric Power” by 

(continued from page 42) Frank Jaski, presented at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

Electric Association, 1952. 

lyzi ibili 
Ana yzing the Feasibility of Pumped Storage . 2. “Pumped Storage Hydro-Electric Plants” by F. A. 

Studies and research have shown the pump turbine unit 
a Annett, Power, January 1934. 

to have these promising advantages: (a) Pumped storage 

utilizes low value off-peak power to store potential energy 3. “Pumped Storage Systems” by Roy A. Voska, Water 

that later is converted into high value peak load power. Power, July, August 1950. 

Ie "nate = generating capacity a was of 4. “Test Characteristics of a Combined Pump-Turbine 

Ne a power D leaden saturalon whe at ane Senhe Model with Wicket Gates” by R. V. Terry and F. E. 
arid regions. (c) t assists in running thermal stations at Jaski, ASME Transactions, November 1942, Vol. 64, 

continuous uniform load. (d) Installation work required No. 8 

is comparable to a Francis type turbine of equivalent rat- _ 

ing. (e) It is applicable for 10,000 hp to 100,000 hp 5. “Induction Generators for Small Loads” by H. H. 

range at heads of 50 to 1000 feet. (f) Few additional Roth, Power, December 1950. 

electrical equipment items are needed for dual motor- 

generator operation. (g) It adds to the reserve capacity 

of the system. (h) Pumped storage is adaptable for a ADDITIONAL REFERENCES 

stream of low average flow and can take the best advan- & : . 
ase cbeltaronaserehe ax the aie 6. “Hydraulic Power Storage Plants’? — A paper (in 

ae Regespay , English) by A. Nass, Escher Wyss Engineering 

Disadvantages Should Be Considered Works, Zurich, Switzerland. 

Und i ditions | 5 dst i 
noes contain Bein. BB BAL pompes = Cee 7. “Pumped Storage Hydro-Electric Plants” by W. W. 

not economically feasible: (a) The systems are primarily : 
. : K. Freeman, Proceeding of the A.S.C.B., November 

used in peaking plants; they must depend upon some 
: " 1928. 

other source of off-peak pumping power. (b) The unit 

is primarily a base load machine, and does not lend itself 8. “Pumped Storage Stations” by Dr. Arthur Koepchen, 

for load regulation. (c) Starting into the pumping se- Water Power, November, December 1949. 

quence may require some additional equipment and as? 9. “World’s Oddest Hydro Development,” Power Plant 

sistance from other sources. (d) The pump storage unit 7 ¥ 
of o's . ‘ Engineering, August 1941. 

lacks the flexibility of separate pump and turbine units. 

(e) in some cases the total cost of the installation may 10. “Hydraulic Turbine and Pump Combined in a Single 

approach that of two separate units. Unit” by F. A. Annett, Power, Vol. 78, 1934, pp. 

20-24. 
Pumped. Storage Solves Problems 4 

The information required for designers to analyze the 11. “Herdecke: The Largest Pumped Storage Hydro- 

feasibility of pump turbines is as follows: (a) Elevation of Electric Plant” by Walter Netoliczka, Power, Vol. 76, 

suction pool with pool filled. (b) Approximate drawdown 1932, pp 160-163. 

i Ss i i le. I i f : 
of pool in meters during pumping cycle. (c) E evation © 12. “Power from Pumped Storage in Texas,” Engineer- 
storage reservoir with water at lowest level—at beginning . 

4 ‘ a ing News Record, June 21, 1951. 
of pumping cycle. (d) Elevation of storage reservoir with 

water at highest level—at end of pumping cycle. (e) Size 13. “Pumped Storage Hydro Plant in Texas Proves Eco- 

and length of penstock to be used from storage reservoir nomical” by G. E. Schmitt, Lower Colorado River 
to pump-turbine. Estimated friction loss in the system. Authority, Civil Engineering, May 1951. 

(f) Output per ae ‘ilowacts desired over the average 14. “Pump at Buchanan Dam Adds Peak Capacity to 

generating perioc of &18 f hours. . Power System” by C L Dowell, Lower Colorado River 
From this data the manufacturer can determine the : ; : ‘ 

. . : Authority, Engineering and Management Section, 
size of unit required and specify the rpm. Expected per- August 1951 

formance curves for generating and pumping can also be 8 , 

furnished with the head range indicated by pool eleva- 15. “Pumped Storage Plants in Europe” by H. W. Hamm, 

tions. U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Office of Military Govern- 

In the past, much of the world has had a surplus of ment for Germany (U.S.), Flat Final Report No. 

natural water power sites available, and the need to 1060, 11 April 1947. 

utilize pumped storage has not been so urgent. Today the 16. “Pumped Storage Hydro-Electric Power” by Charles 

power situation in many places has become acute, and en- ; : : 
: . . . . H. Spink, Power Engineering, October 1951. 

gineers are directing their efforts to extract the last bit of 

energy from natural sources. Against this background 17. “Seven Years at Rocky River,” Power, March 1936, 

the future of pumped storage does indeed look promising. page 140. 
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3 . e You'll find classmates—and a future—at Boeing! 

Men from more than 120 top engineer- _It provides the finest research facilities Plan now to build your career as a mem- 
ing schools are building rewarding in the industry. It offers you work on eecietinel ew iadgian, a 
careers at Boeing. So chances are, such exciting projects as guided mis- present and future openings for experi- 

you'd be working with some of your — siles and the fastest known bomber enced and junior engineers in aircraft 
classmates here. And in addition you’d in the world: the B-47 six-jet medium © DESIGN © RESEARCH 
be a member of an Engineering bomber, as well as the still-classified © DEVELOPMENT ¢ PRODUCTION & 5 

Division renowned for its trail-blazing __B-52 eight-jet heavy bomber. * TOOLING 
contributions to both military and You can work in Seattle, in the i for servomechanism aa tee 
civil aviation. sis . lis lesigners and analysts, and for physicists 

. Pacific Northwest, or in Wichita, and mathematicians with advanced degrees. 

Tf that’s the kind of engineerin Kansas. Boeing provides a generous 
oa 8 3 P oS ; + ie 5 : : . For further information, 

prestige you'd like to enjoy, look into moving and travel allowance, gives consult your Placement Office, or writes 
‘ ities. Thi speci Sty " 

Boeing opportunities ‘This company you special training, and pays a good JOHN C. SANDERS; Staff Engineer — Personnel 
has been growing steadily for 35 years. salary that grows with you. Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 14, Washington 
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Sound a actual “presence” in the audience while it is only the re- 

; corded event. If, however, at any place in the line of any 
(continued from page 18) SGP x 

. one of the three individual inputs or outputs there had 
Physically, the system is composed of as many micro- b a . is whel 

i; iiFavs and apeskors. as necseeanyr One set YO een any mixing, or cross-connection, the whole purpose 

PORES) 7 PED MEE ESS GAG BES % would be utterly defeated. Sound from a radio eminates 
each individual recording channel or head. If the ly f “ ‘ 

only from the one speaker, even though we still hear it 
full orchestra were used, and the tape recorder to be fi h sacrity & 

. through two ears. Hence it is important to keep the three 
used was capable of handling three channels, then three : channels separate. 
microphones, equally spaced on the stage, would be em- 

ployed. These three microphones are connected to three Any number of channels could have been used, ranging 

individual amplifiers and thence to the three separate re- from two up to the limit of the tape recorder. Three com- 

cording heads. Upon actual recording, three individual plete channels serve to illustrate the dependency of the 

lines of pickup would be recorded from three “electric final result, regarding quality and realism, upon each indi- 

ears” placed near the orchestra. vidual component and is only as true and faithful as is 

Upon playback of the recorded event, the three indi- the weakest link in the process. 

vidual recording heads, now pickup heads, would send In the use of two dimensional photography, a skier 

their three different signals to their own amplifier. Each racing down a mountain slope, for example, is seen to be 

individual amplifier must have its own speaker. These plastered up against the background upon development 

speakers would then reproduce what the three “electrical and printing. However, this same picture, when taken by 

ears” had heard from their particular vantage point on the a three dimensional camera, and viewed through a three 

stage. dimensional viewer or projector, makes the picture come 

The basis of the stereophonic sound system is founded alive. The figure stands out from the mountainside and 

on the fact that hearing, as well as sight, is done by two _ gives the illusion of depth and realism. Stereophonic sound 

ears, or eyes. The use of two “inputs” for both of these creates this same illusion by creating that feeling of 
senses gives us the perception of depth. “presence” with depth, solidity, and full realism—the goal 

In the actual physical system the affect is a feeling of of the recording and reproduction of sound. 

ee ee ee 

Q oo 

partners in creating | See Our Stock deli las 0S ECL | of 

ae |) =~ , > | SUPPLIES 
Ea = ne 7 5 ; < , fs Ss | by 

a eee) a . Keuffel & Esser 
oh i | Dietzgen 

swe Ww Riefler 
f Cy ~~) y Pickett & Eckel 

ce | y 3 F | ° | 
aet > | Priced to Save | 

a A pe i a a 6 
tO : ad 7 Bi ee 

Nw Or Wits oa sane nmin 
— 5% 

@ For many years K&E has pioneered in the manufacture LU ay 
and development of finest quality surveying instruments. Tw 
K&E surveying instruments are renowned all over the world | . a 4 
for their superb performance under conditions of all kinds, 
for their magnificent workmanship and for special features Oe aL 
that come of progressive ingenuity. DRO Laan 

Nah Maen BOOK SHOP, INC. 
KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. earn | 

ein. CPR, No Charge For Cashing 
NEW YORK ° HOBOKEN, N. J. Measuring Tapes. Checks 

Chicago ® St. Lovis © Detroit « San Francisco * Los Angeles * Montreal ad 
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Now! Arma puts the plane on the map. eo 

Arma’s new Pictorial Computer tells a pilot his puter for use in proposed advanced systems of air 
exact location and heading, continuously on a traffic control. For over 34 years Arma has co- 
luminous screen—throughout a given flight. Here’s operated with the Army, Navy and Air Force in 
how it works: developing important military equipment — and 

A film strip shows the various OMNI stations recently with the Atomic Energy Commission. 
over which the aircraft will pass. During flight, the Arma Corporation, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Mineola, 
Arma Computer automatically indicates position N. Y. Subsidiary of American Bosch Corporation. 
and heading of the plane on a TV-like screen. In 

other words, the Computer shows continuously and If you would like a detailed description of ————— 

exactly where the plane is, in respect to the ground, Arma’s Pictorial Computer, just drop us a card, 
. We will send you further information, along at every moment of flight—regardless of weather, ii Geacinaet 7 ‘ 8 with the booklet “Engineering at Arma, 

altitude or speed. which describes the opportunities of an en- 
Arma has worked closely with the Air Naviga- gineering career with this outstanding &» 

Hi Development B d and the Civil A ti leader in electronics, Write to Engineering 

AOR J eV EO PMEnL ward and the UAVLLAAeronaUllcs, — pivisigi, «Arita Corporition; (254 26th 
Administration in developing this pictorial com- Street, Brooklyn 32, N. Y. 

(ARMB) MA FP AO 4 ADVANCED ELECTRONICS FOR CONTROL Jets ne 
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The reality of ‘The Automatic Factory” through the use of automatic 

controls will be discussed with men from Wisconsin industries at an engi- 

neering institute on automatic controls to be held at the University of 

Wisconsin. 

The program, scheduled for February 10 and 11, 1953, at the Electrical 

Engineering Building on the University campus, describes recent develop- 

ments in the field of industrial automation. 

Speakers include: Profs. Kurt Wendt, Thomas Higgins, Vincent Rideout 

and R. C. Tegtmeyer of the University of Wisconsin; H. W. Griesbach, Min- 

neapolis-Honeywell Company; Richard S. Falk, The Falk Company; Leonard 

Hesse, Gisholt Machine Company; Bere Marks, Globe-Union Company; 

David M. Boyd, Universal Oil Products Company. 

Among the topics are: Historical Background of Automatic Controls, | 

An Analogue Computer Demonstration of the Principles Underlying Auto- 

maticc Controls, Industrial Instrumentation, Automation in the Machine 

Tool Industry, Automation in the Manufacturing Industry, Automation in 

the Chemical Industry, and Social Implications of Automation. 

The institute is sponsored by the University Extension Division and the 

College of Engineering. T 
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Pe tat 2s 

L at's appening at | 

about scoring and cutting rule steel i. 
ese eee eee CTR a tancstaam | ee eee 

= Lengths of cutting rule steel after edging 

a SN Scoring and cutting rule steel is a cold-rolled = —_ g g 
a specialty steel for use in preparing dies for cutting 

— a : paper, leather, rubber and other materials. 
ee P s TT ° 

_s _ It is a pre-tempered product manufactured by 
es : a “ . . «oe . bay i | skilled workmen, using precision rolling and hard- 

| : A LL | ening equipment, to close limits for chemistry, — —  _— —_ if oe Ti : |. weg _o | grain size and hardness. This product must also be 
To eer we 4g i] a oti intricate be 7 i O. i a "i a4 ue - capable of meeting intricate bend requirements in 

Pe ‘SS —_ (<- fe : ol _ the hardened and tempered condition. 
_ ol hU 

oe Ic rmrlLUCULD This specialty is furnished with round edges and i OFhClUCU Pp y g 
. -—, (. fF in coil form to the rule manufacturer who grinds 

- ve en de Fo L the edges — the one edge square and the other to a 
i y £ ss og <7 knife edge as well as cutting the material into de- 

- y ,. . aa sired lengths. This is sold to a die-maker who bends 

- LUCK the rule to the required shape. This is then the 0 - «4 y Shaped to cut wallet sec- 
Oe tion (note bends, and nucleus of a pre-hardened die, which when properly i y form-holding method) . a 

CS brazed and supported is used to cut out material for 

~~” display cards — aircraft parts — pocketbooks — ™ play P P 
wal wallets — gloves — gaskets — washers. 

aS a 
: ae \ engineering service available p Soaeee| 

C Dd) Since there is a great diversity of cold-rolled prod- CY od # J I 
Va . 

SS ale ucts, our staff of field metallurgists can help you 

\ : \ apply what you require. Take full advantage of 

ee a Crucible’s more than 50 years experience as the first 

: name in special purpose steels. Crucible Steel Com- SES : 
_ pany of America, General Sales and Operating 

Some examples of the many shapes of bends needed Offices, Oliver Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

CRUCIBLE| first name in special purpose steels 

a . 

Midland Works, Midland, Pa. * — Spaulding Works, Harrison, N. J. * Park Works, Pittsburgh, Pa. + Spring Works, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
National Drawn Works, East Liverpool, Ohio + Sanderson-Halcomb Works, Syracuse, N.Y. * Trent Tube Company, East Troy, Wisconsin 
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Superfinish - - How to Choose a Boss -- 

(continued jrom page 44) (continued from page 40) 

Th a 11. Does he confine his bossing to the office? 

Pv i ye ™ : As one writer on the subject has so aptly phrased it, 
“4 ” ce 
2 - By a good boss doesn’t care what you do on your own time 
i 8 y y 

_ as long as it doesn’t involve company funds, company 

ee tine i cars or company stenographers. 

- 5 a Avoid like the plague the Great White Father who 

a : S thinks he is entitled to run your private life for you. 
’ 

. s f 12. Does he tend to be secretive and unsociable? 

| Strangely enough, many competent and well-adjusted 

. bosses display this tendency. They keep secrets from their 

employes; they never get acquainted with their employes. ployes; y: g' q prey 

4 They dwell in isolation, behind the brass curtain, and it 

. a i. never crosses their minds that company policy and prog- 
pm a y policy and prog. 

: |) gh “we ress are of any interest or concern to the hired help. 

Ae > i) Such men are not for you. Choose instead the employer 

wii 4 z who is more than a name to his employes, and who sees 

Ss _ . to it that his employes are fully informed about their com- ploy: y 

pany. 

Pair of Smoothies —A pretty housewife dusts off with her If you can manage it, mouse around a bit among the 

breath one of the world’s smoothest surfaces, achieved by scien- personnel. Do they get copies of the company’s annual 
tists of the G.E. Research Laboratory. ‘ 3 4 , 

report? Do they understand how their particular jobs fit 

into the company’s total operation? Do they have straight 

information on company plans and policies? Do they 

know the reasons for the various rules and procedures 
: > : 5 

the stone wears too slowly for any of the hundreds of that are im pore If there is a ig ane a or 

these defects to have an appreciable effect on its perfec- Hewspaper,: Uo. they respect ih.as: an Monest SOUrcs ‘Qk te 
so i Bd z formation or scorn it as a gossip sheet or propaganda? Do 

tion in curvature. The stone 1S originally dressed in by > 

. _ : they know who the company’s customers are, who the com- 
one of two methods. One is quicker, but not so accurate. Le : ° . 
A strip af emexpolodh iexplaced over the work: The: stone petition is, how the product is used? Are rumors infrequent 

. ‘ F 3 : and short-lived? Do workers know the boss, or do they 
is contacted on the strip and is drawn over it until the  { k hat th . lace? 

: . : ; n eplace? 
approximate shape is obtained. The other method is to just Know that ‘there Is one:someplac' 

run a diamond studded tool over the stone in the exact Let that check list be your guide when shopping for a 

place where the work is to be done. boss. There is no scoring, of course, no “approval” or 

While industry is not interested in a beautiful shine “unacceptable” rating. It is just a matter of making ap- 

which is produced by a smooth surface, it is interested in praisals and then taking the best man you can get. 

the mechanical possibilities of such a surface. A growing As you can see by sifting over the questions, the deal 

realization that Superfinish offers the most definite possi- candidate shapes up something like this: 

bilities for the reduction of wear has caused many manu- He i lified £ he job of b both he basi 
“ : : ° nt 

facturers, of a wide variety of products, to turn to this © ws qualities, Fon Ens Je SESS om on € asis 
j . of business knowledge and on the basis of personality and 

process. In a number of cases, it has made the operation . . es . 
. . " 2 aptitude. He is ambitious for success, both for himself and 

of mechanisms possible that would not function without . . . 

5 the company. He is a good organizer and a skillful exec- 
the quality of the surface: produced. It has also resulted . . a 
sa geduction of eests utive. He has a reputation, and a good one, in the com- 

+ a 2H § nity, in the industry, among his employes. 
From the automotive industry alone Superfinish is used munity © UStEY» 8 Ploy’ 

in the manufacture of crankshafts, clutch plates, valve His personnel practices are smart—designed to find 

stems, piston pins, tappet heads and bodies, brake drums and keep top-flight employes, to encourage and reward x A 

and many other essential parts. In other industries Super- good work, to develop tomorrow's executive talent. He 

finish products are bearings, valves and certain types of 8!V€S his people a chance to do their best, and an incentive. 

tools. Without the Superfinish process many of these parts Or, briefly, a guy who’s going places, who knows his 

would not be able to function properly or the costs to stuff, who’s easy to get along with, and who won’t be 

keep them functioning would be enormous. That smooth, underfoot all the time. 

lustrous shine is not only easy to look at but essential to He should go far in this world. If you find him, sign 

industry. him up. 
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The Torrington Needle Bearing... 

for designs where light weight is important 

Reducing weight without sacri- a We] ' 
EN WA 3 ficing performance is one of the r4 IVA, ZLLIT NA Ni INTERNAL 

. . K Ne (ASN Nx COMBUSTION * major considerations in many f4 I VPN | ENGINE 
. F| H Va- KS Lag Nes modern products. Designs are Hy NN Ney NBs <span i) streamlined to pare off excess | SA ann N 

. ith NA \ 
weight. New and lighter materi- H A I N Re Yl _ . NY x) N 2 [oa YA 

als are being used. Components gxd SSS ! N Reo era 
Ce co) SpSNON ea) 

which save even a few ounces [| N Us Q 

frequently contribute greatly to O ES (Ih I |_| 
ea | | Reaki bss so2q RSX | product success. SLOSS Veal BS || | KS 

Sy tees 
Light Weight Needle Bearings reduce weight and size while providing high radial load capacity. 

Plus High Capacity 
Weight Savings space and weight. 

The unique design of the Tor- In Belek A bli 
rington Needle Bearing makes it n Relate ssemolves These advantages, plus its 

ideal for a wide variety of prod- In addition to the light weight of high radial capacity, have made 

uct uses. It consists of two com- _the Needle Bearing, its design ths Tonenetos Needle Bearing 

ponents — a thin, hardened outer permits sizable reductions in the PAPHCAUEELY attractive to the:de- 

shell and a full complement of size and weight of the related signiers'on Sixenett, BORtEe 
small diameter rollers. Its many assemblies. Its small outside di- Powe tools, genni, gesplme '€ft- 

lines of contact give the Needle ameter allows the use of smaller ®'"°S and many other preducis 

Bearing a greater rated radial housings. And, since a press fit where weight and space are im- 
load capacity than any other ina simple straight housing bore portant factors. 

type of anti-friction bearing for _is adequate to locate the bearing, In future advertisements of 

its size and weight. Conversely, no complex shoulders or housing _ this series, other features of Tor- 

for a given load capacity, a modifications are required. The rington Needle Bearings will be & 

Needle Bearing is the lightest, hardened shaft usually servesas discussed. The new Needle Bear- 

most compact bearing available. the inner race, saving additional ing catalog will besent on request. 

—L\ po THE TORRINGTON COMPANY 
——— Torrington, Conn. © — South Bend 21, Ind. 
—— District Offices and Distributors in Principal Cities of United States and Canada 

—— 
Ee) SSS —— 

5 ———S TORRINGTON #£71/; BEARINGS 
== 

= 
‘ : ———S" NEEDLE « SPHERICAL ROLLER » TAPERED ROLLER STRAIGHT ROLLER * BALL * NEEDLE ROLLERS 

| 
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BY I. R. DROPS 

LETTER TO A MANUFACTURER (X)* 

SIR: I have just been carefully following your direc- Did you know that? There is a knob, fairly well 

tions. After half an hour’s preliminary work, I pushed the knurled, at the back, but how can that be T? you can’t 

spindle R through the apertures BB'. Then I pulled the reach it, for one thing, while still depressing L, unless you 

arm L sharply downward (Page 2) and, retaining my hold _ let go of the end of spindle R. And you know very well— 

on R, worked DD gently past E, W and Q until clicked assuming you have ever tried to assemble this thing your- 

into position at S. Keeping L depressed as instructed, I self—what happens then. 

nox emp mens  he kned aa 2 S¢y f he th al along on min 
tal worm FE. the back for the side, I unclipped the two brackets U; and 

: Uz from what in that case would no longer be the bottom, 

But there is no knurled knob at the side. and fixed them on the old top—or front, rather. This, of 

course, necessitated reversing the slotted panel HH (Page 

2 a 1), and while I was doing that, DD slipped out of S and 

ae i : rt a small bright part rattled down. As far as I can tell by 

A . : C | ce shining a torch through the floor boards, it is either G 

ee) a - . . - | | At this stage I turned to Page 3 and at once became 

Oe a 4 L ee convinced that Diagram 9 is upside down. It is impossible 

ee! a “Saas . o i to secure W to K, since the so-called Jy would obviously 

pee: eS ae ; N | iC oe be in the way if it had not already—through my following 

ge, a \ |] he ee Page 1 too carefully—been wrenched clean out of its 

we d : | 4 ae socket. Putting Ju back the other way round, so that the 

oa. oO x fe | ] ia bent bit is on top, simply forces a small spring—would it 

oF oo oy ao Lee be N or M?—out of the slot YY, and there is a clang from 

oO L | “3 ie oS inside that body which is, in my limited experience of this 

it a Aa a re ee wo kind of mechanism, no good. I had every right, in my opin- 

Ces ae ze a to gs \ 3 Ls S ion, to find out whether, by putting my foot on L, gripping 

ee o ; a ve iy) Ps. — R with my teeth and at the same time giving a slight twist to 

i. at j \] h - “@. this knurled knob of yours, I could induce the spring to 

Vileeeee [Aare . | Velie, «return to its original position. No one could possibly have 

ay | : @ —_ foreseen that this would cause the whole base plate,—now, 

4 > op oS MY oof course, on top—to buckle upward and spew a number 

: — oo gs a of brass screws into the fireplace. Nor was this all. Even 

os ae 3 So 4 ‘ the worm F turned—and as to the pinon, all one can say 

sill? ( : . A ‘. y , g LB: for certain is that it was no longer at O. 

. ~~: ages * Sy a joe < - When this happened, I took a cold chisel CC—not in- 

cis ‘ ws " : o , a ee cluded in the outfit—set it at about the point P and drove 

. eee ee) oc i a it through the apparatus from A to Z, maintaining “a firm 

oe Led pee a even pressure throughout” (Page 4). Then I carefully 

ee | e 6 95% i es 

| ‘ ee o; & a. ®® tossed your directions out of a fourth-floor window. 
See , - “ fee 

’ - ena es — . at May I suggest that it is now your turn to follow them? 

= ae ee _-H. F. Ellis 

This example of correct assembly features Orris Walters. + (Reprinted by special peeinission of “The Saurday Evening 

Photo by Dave Dauterman Post, Copyright 1952 by The Curtis Publishing Company.) 
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Oe eae aaa es > i == io ale. 
li Md 

THE TECHNICAL MAN IN William Chelgren, B.S. in M.E., Armour 
e Institute of Technology ’38, explains quality 

» © : control methods to a group of Du Pont pro- 
ve ‘ Pp of) |. duction supervisors. 

gS > P et We 
A Lae UG J @ e ‘The supervisor’s third responsibil- 

al ay o. oun Py ity is to the higher management. 

L ij ~ "ai gm PN PS a ZG Here, again, quality and cost are 

¢ =~ 2 2 i l J ig r | important factors. He is expected 

1/1/14 —p~ to prepare forecasts, to justify un- 

a LT usual expenditures, and to suggest 

“ process improvements leading to 

Scientists who know both people and processes greater yield and better quality at 

are needed to keep Du Pont’s 71 plants humming lower costs. 

One of the toughest nuts a pro- 

Vy 4 oe ES duction supervisor has to crack is the 

fe) fe ie (ie eo nance for minimum interference with 
i oN Serene, ee i . . iy. \ ‘ 4) ee Sie adi os production. Insome companies where 

va = - ‘ — SO hoa. products are turned out in small-unit 

_ - ea ) a ee oe operations, a program of breakdown 
yl : 2. , i he i nn maintenance suffices. At Du Pont, 

aL Lo a | — een, however, where large-unit operations 
a _ : co i i i P 
i. , bd Oo 2 : are the rule, unscheduled downtime 
—. s 7s _ : : . 
4 ne <a ee is costly and something to be avoided 

. Ye - ad 4 nn . 
— : 4 ae whenever possible. 

~ _ ee Oe a, Since it makes over 1200 products 

CS on eS ~o — | and product lines, Du Pont can offer 
Ff .. —o eee heen 5 é 5 

2k oo fl oS — ea to men interested in production su- 

H. D. Tallman, B. S. in Industrial Administration, Yale ’37, checks on product pervision opportunities in many 
loading methods in Du Pont’s Belle, West Va., synthetic urea plant. types of operations. In the next issue 

Keeping production rolling ina mod- three important areas of responsi- rane Digest, we wall describe a spe- 

ern industrial plant is a job that ap- bility. The first is to the men work- cific production operation in one of 

pealstomentrainedinmany branches — ing for him. He must be able to ap- our 71 plants. 

of science and engineering. If youare praise them skillfully and assign 

looking for opportunities in this field, duties accordingly. He must train 36-PAGE BOOK, “The Du Pont Com- 

youwon’t have to look farat DuPont, them not only in the efficient opera- pany ‘and the College Graduate,” de- 
« E . . 7 scribesopportunitiesformenandwomen 

where nearly half the entire technical tion of equipment but in safe work- with many types of scientific training. 
* 7 $ _ * saad For copy, write: 2521 Nemours Build- force 18 assigned to production su- ing practices as well. ing, Wilmington, Delaware. 

pervision. A second responsibility is to the 

To qualify, a man must have the customer. He must get the product 
ability to understand both the me- out on time and provide uniformly 

chanical and chemical phases of pro- high quality at the lowest possible 

duction. In addition, he should be a cost. When demand for a product is Wounearo 

good planner and, above all, have a _ subject to rapid fluctuations, he must BETTER THINGS FOR SN RDNIGH eHEWwSTRY: 
knack for handling people. be prepared to make quick readjust- a 

The production supervisor—there ments in the scheduling of both man- Listen to “Cavalcade of America," Tuesday Nights on 
. NBC—See It Every Other Wednesday on NBC TV 

. are several levels at Du Pont—has power and materials. sea, 
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@ Robert F. Karcher, a 1951 Mechanical Engi- will operate to provide maximum performance 
neering graduate from Purdue University, is and maneuverability with finger-tip control. 
another Allison engineer who is pioneering in Bob, shown above examining a CD-500 
an advanced field of mechanics. He is playing transmission, is involved in developing a new 
an important role in the Research and Develop- improved system of governing automatic con- 
ment group of the Transmission Engineering trol systems of many Ordnance and commercial 
Section. transmissions. This involves basic analysis, de- 

Allison is the world’s largest manufacturer of sign and testing of pilot samples. These hy- 
torqmatic drives for heavy-duty Ordnance and draulic controls provide proper sequence for 
commercial vehicles and equipment. These clutch operation to determine speed range, con- 
transmissions serve a purpose far broader than vertor or lock-up operation. They also provide 
a unit in the power train. All the steering and steering control for the vehicle when this func- 
braking of the vehicle also are accomplished in tion is included in the transmission. 
the transmission. These operations are con- Bob and other Allison engineers are con- 
trolled by hydraulic circuits which consist of  tinually applying their knowledge, experience 
clutches, pumps, governors and necessary valv- and imagination to find successful answers in 

ing to make them operate in the proper se- the never-ending search for product improve- 
quence. The assembly of the valving system is ment. There is a real engineering challenge at 
often termed the “brain box” of the transmis- _—_ Allison and lifetime opportunities for engineers. 
sion since it determines how the transmission 

Mia / ° ° 
C7? DIVISION, GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION ¢ Indianapolis, Ind. 

Design, development and production—high power TURBINE ENGINES for modern aircraft... 

heavy duty TRANSMISSIONS for Ordnance and Commercial vehicles . . . DIESEL LOCOMOTIVE 

PARTS .. . PRECISION BEARINGS for aircraft, Diesel locomotives and special application. 
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(cence Photography... f¢ 
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Ay A QP : the engineer's partner all along the way ors ay fb fT) _ 

® Photography proves itself an important and valuable ally all 
through engineering, 

ee Its speed in copying and reproducing data saves valuable 
time. Its use in radiography and instrument recording improves Here photographic oscillograph graphy § Imp Ic 0 manufacturing processes and finished products. High speed traces become an eerie Part of Bec Teed solve doctor: . ee an engineer's notes, recording the movies help solve design problems. affeot of # Hew lecteonia aouit 

Applications of photography in science and industry are clement on wave form. This record of 
steadily multiplying. This has attracted graduates in the physi- Performance conte for new 
cal sciences and engineering to find positions with the Eastman : , 

Kodak Company. If you are interested, write to Business and 
Technical Personnel Department, Eastman Kodak Company, 
Rochester 4, N. Y. dn 

serves industrial, commercial, and scientific progress LL 

~TKodakk 
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MY QUESTION TO THE G-E STU DENT INFORMATION PANEL: 

What qualities do I need ford —————geesse es 

SUCCESS / ul career with a company == _ | 

: - «. 7; 
like General Electric? ) ge 

_ oc Tlanny K. Leaver, Lafayette College, 1954 | ST 

CO CC 

Two answers to this question, given at a student information meeting i Qa 

held in July, 1952, between G-E personnel and representative college ‘ a. 

students, are printed below. If you have a question you would like oe 

answered, or seek further information about General Electric, mail ee 

your request to College Editor, Dept. 221-6, General Electric Co., ag 

Schenectady, N. Y. —_ . 

- G. C. HOUSTON, Manu- KE. S. WILLIS, Corporate “— 

as darting Services Division... Services Division toe A Ime : 

: oe While this is a rather broad successful career with a ~ 2 

a -.. question, | am sure it is one company like General Elee- : — 

oo}. — of real importance to any tric is built on the same | _ 

aN eg, young man starting out in qualities that contribute to @ a 

ee 4 A \ 8 _ industry and looking forward success in any endeavor. | . AB 

SS ai ‘4 tea position of responsibility However, in G.E., there is ay Be 

a © 29 sin any of our successful in- additional opportunity to de- a o 

lie “ae dustrial enterprises. velop these qualities be- = 

The mere ashing of tais question indicates that the in- cause of the wide variety of training sources and ope.i- 

dividual has a definite goal or objective. This is important ings which are available. 

since progress can be made only if we attempt to reach a Basic qualities needed for any successful career include 

well-defined objective —even though it may be modified an open mind, willingness to accept responsibility, per- 

to some extent in the light of later experience. In G.E. sistence, adaptability, co-operativeness, and common 

we are looking for young men who have not only deter- sense intelligence. Others such as physical well-being, 

mined their objective but who are ready to work for it— ability of expression, and sound inquisitiveness also go 

who accept responsibility and have ability to get things to make up a truly qualified individual. 

done —who work well with others—to be a part of the Most important is the fact that General Electric offers 

team, a wealth of opportunity to develop special capabilities 

This calls for other qualities essential to long range and talents. The broad selection of training courses, in 

success. We look for the enthusiastic individual, one any chosen field, gives you a chance to sharpen your 

not easily discouraged. and who can inspire the confidence basic training and abilities. By decentralizing operations 

of his co-workers. We desire individuals who show im- into about 70 different businesses, there is opportunity 

agination and good judgment— particularly the ability to to see—in comprehendable dimensions—the full opera- 

Jook ahead and maintain perspective beyond the imme- tion of the business. Tt means, too, that senior managers 

diate situation. Finally, we cannot overlook the qualities and young employees are more closely associated —a 

of Jovalty and dependability since these are important in real advantage for the young man on his way up. 

steering the individual through periods of discouragement Also, our business requires. specialists as well as 

which occur in every career. managers. Thus. there are equal chances for success for 

When you decide on your business affiliation. make those who concentrate in particular fields such as re- 

sure vou associate yourself with a company that is search, design, accounting, and planning. 

soundly managed, that has a good business future, and So set your cap for a goal. And capitalize on your 

that is the kind of company you would like to be a part native qualities. which fortunately are different with 

of for the long pull. each of us. 

Y 
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